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The music group Hart-Rouge has generated interest not only with the music that 

they make, but by who they are as Saskatchewan-bom hncophone Canadians. In this 

thesis, 1 explore the history of the group (who are aii siblings in the Campagne f d y ) .  

their Life expenence as musicians, their music repertoire and styie, and how these factors 

play a role in the Campagnes' cultural identities. Two factors have been chosen for 

detded mdy: the use of French andlor English in Hart-Rouge's repertoire and their use 

of the breath to create a unique vocal styie. 

The research for this projea focused on the recorded music and film 

documentaries of Hart-Rouge, including Hm-Rouge: So Many Miles a d  Wordr Between 

Us (1 W2), Le coeur de dire (1992). and a segment fiom Adrienne Clàrkson Presents 

(1 995). These three tilms provided vafuable material conceming the group's musical 

background and career, family, and childhoods on a f a  on the prairies. Hart-Rouge's 

archives in Montreai ais0 provided usefiil details from the Campagnes' eariy days as La 

famille Campagne up to the present. Issues of representation are discussed with reference 

to the £hs. 

After a brief introduction, I provide the reader with a history of hcophones in 

Saskatchewan, a nirsory view of the history of francophone music in western Canada, and 

a history of the Campagne farnily, fiom their ancestry to their experiences forming 

dserent music groups (La famille Campagne, Foiie Avoine, and Hart-Rouge). 1 then take 



an in-depth look at the band's use of French and English in their repertoire and how it 

relates to the issue of misunderstanding and the language barrier. F i y ,  the aspect of 

breath use is shidied. In this section, Hart-Rouge's style is examineci, including the claim 

in the films of the wnnection between a breathy vocal timbre and the Campagnes' 

childhoods on the prairie. 

In the conclusion, 1 disaiss the cultural identity of Hart-Rouge as an active process 

incorporating past experience, language use, and creation of musical style. Theories 

regarding the crafting of identities as negotiations resulting in selves which are open, 

shifting, and ambiguous is explored in relation to Hart-Rouge. 
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'Tour moi, être bilingue, 
c'est aussi refiiser d' être seulement une chose.. . ." 

'Tor me, being bilingud, t ' s  also refising to be just one thing ...." 

-Suzanne campagne' 

- 

Claude Couiiiard, Wart-Rouge: Authentique, sans pretension.," in: CIik Jeirne etfkznco-ontarien 
(September 1990, Volume 4, Number 19). 



Introduction 

In the past five y-, interest in the French Canadian, Saskatchewan-bom musical 

group Hart-Rouge has been growing, as evidenced by the fluny of documentary work 

produced about them. Hart-Rouge: So M i  Miles md Wordv Between Us is an English 

Ianguage documentary produced by M and M F i  Productions and Birdsoog 

Communications in 1992. The film is about the iives of the members of the group Hart- 

Rouge, which is compnsed of four members of the musical Campagne f d y .  Le coeur de 

chie is a French language donimentary produced by the same company, aiso in 1992. In 

February of 1995, the Canadian Broadcasting Company aired a segment of the arts 

documentary program Adrienne CImRon Presen~, which featured Hart-Rouge dong 

with two other Canadian musical groups in a program about musical f d e s .  

The interest in Hart-Rouge has been piqued not oniy by the music that they make, 

but by who they are as C d a n s .  The memben of Hart-Rouge are hcophones who 

were bom and grew up in a musical f d y  near a tom calleci Wdow Bunch on the 

Saskatchewan prairie. The group was even given a political voice during the October 1995 

referendum on the separation of Quebec when, as western francophones, they promoted 

awareness of hcophones living outside Quebec in an advertisement aired by CBC 

television. ' 

1 When aired, this advertisement appeared to support the "non" camp as it was h d e d  by the federal 
govenunent of Canada. However, eariy in 1996, when 1 spoke to Roland Stringer, Hart-Rouge's manager, 
he said tbat when the band was approached by fiancophone groups about the project, they were not 



As a person of French hentage who grew up in Saskatchewan, my initial reaction 

when exposed to Hart-Rouge's music and films was one of identification. 1 identified with 

Hart-Rouge's experience growing up on the prairies; 1 identified with theù French 

heritage; and I d y ,  1 identifieci with their love of music. 1 have undertaken this thesis Ur 

order to explore in more detail the relationship between the history of the Campagne 

f d y ,  their Me expenences as musicians, and the music repertoire and style of the band 

Hart-Rouge. 

Obje~n'ves 

My objective in this thesis is to investigate a facet of the phenomenon of Canadian 

cultural identity by lookbg closely at the iives, music repertoire, and musical style of the 

band Hart-Rouge. In order to c l f i  my theoretid stance, it is important to first discuss 

the meaning of the phrase "cultural identity," by exp lo~g  various definitions of the words 

"culture7' and "identity" offered by several writen. 

Stuart Adam, in an article on broadcasting and Canadian culturey quotes Raymond 

WiUiams when he says that culture is "one of the two or three most complicated words in 

the English lang~age."~ Adam postdates that there are two domains in which the word 

'cculture77 is n o d y  used. The first is the area of the arts, and the second, which may 

infomed about the source of fiinding and they were given the impression that they would be maintainhg 
a neutral stance on the refmndum questioa This, in facf was not the case as Hart-Rouge disanmeci 
when the ad went to air and, accordhg to Stringer, it resulted in some negative feedback for the band in 
Quebec. (Stringer did not elabrate fiirther.) 
2 Raymond Williams, Keywordr.. A Vocabulmy of Culhcre and Sociefy (London: Fontana Paperbacks, 
1983), p. 87. 



encompass the first, is the domain of society, or, as the author phrases it, "a way of life 

that constjtutes a unique s ~ c i e t ~ . " ~  Adam illustrates how culture as dehed in the areas of 

the arts and of society can be connected by presenting CWord Geertz's idea that "the arts 

are a storehouse of a society's memory, experience, and aesthetic sensibility, and thereby a 

source and expression of its way of life.'* Also in Adam's article, the anthropologists 

M e d  Kroeber and Clyde Kluckholn are cited for their definitions of culture in the 

[Culture is a concept]. . .consisting of patterns.. . .of and for behavior acquired and 
transmitted by symbols constituting the distinctive achievement of human groups, 
including their embodiment in amfaas; the essential core of culture consists of 
traditional.. . . . ideas and.. . their att ached values.' 

Novelist and cultural critic Neil Bissoondath portrays dture as a broad, anirnated 

concept-almost a livhg organis-in his book, Selhg IlZusiom: me Cuit of 

Culture is Mee It is a living, breathing, multi-faceted entity in constant evolution. It 
alters wery &y, is never the sarne thing from one day to the next. Stasis is not 
possible. A culture that fails to grow from within inevitably becornes untrue to 
itseK Uiwitably descends into folklore ... Culture is a complex entity shaped in way 
s d  and large.. . .nothhg is inconseq~entid.~ 

3 Stuart Adam, "Broadcasting and Canadian Culture: A Comrnentary," in: David H. Flaherty and Frank 
E. Manning (eds), The Berner Bites Buck? Amen'cm Popular Culture in Canada (Montreal and 
Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993), p. 76. 
4 CWord Geertz, "Art as a Cultural System," in: Modem Lmrguage Notes 91 (1976). p. 1473-1499. 
5 Alfred theber and Clyde Kluckholn, Culture: A Critical Review ofConcepts and Demitions (New 
York: Vïîage ]Books, 1%3), p. 357. 
6 Neil Bissoondaîh, Selling Illusions: The CuIt ofMulticulhrrafism in Canada (Toronto, ON: Penguin 
Books Canada, Ltd, 1994), p. 81. 



Victor Turner proposes that culture is not merely a reflection of a society and its 

structures, but that it is the identity of a society and its structure, by Wtue of culture being 

a matter of repeatiag and copying traditions. In his book n e  Ritual Proces: Sn~cture 

We have ken too prone to th& in static tenns, that cultural superstructures are 
passive &ors, mere reflections of substruchiral productive modes and relations 
or of the political processes that enforce the dominance of the productively 
privileged. lfwe were as dialectical as we daim to be, we wodd see that it is more 
a matter of an existentid bendhg back upon ourselves: the same plural subject is 
the active superstructure that assesses the substnictural and structurai rnodalities 
that we also are.' 

Turner a h  theorizes that art and life are reflexive of one another-art rnirrors Me and life 

mirrors art. That is, artistic activity can use ideas, thernes, and symbols fiom everyday We; 

then, evefyday He subsequentiy incorpontes facets of art, and so on until art and life are 

inexnicably intertwined. In other words, the actions each person takes on a day-to-day 

basis are part of an ongoing dialogue through which culture and identities are constnicted. 

The Funk and Wagnalls Stmubd Desk Dictionmy defines "identity" as "the state 

of being a specific person or thing and no othef' and Whe distinctive character belonging 

to an ùidividud."' In her book, Croftcng Selws, however, Dorinne Kondo describes 

identity as the product of an individual's everyday actions, which she refers to as cornplex, 

power-hught negotiations between 'self and 'other', taking place within both shifting 

and specific contexts. Kondo dso claims that identity is not a fixed thing, but rather, it is 

- - 

7 Victor Turner, The Riiuai Proces: Stnrchrre and Anti-Sinïcture (Chicago: Aidine Publishing Company, 
1%9), p. 38. 
8 Funk and Wagnalls, Standard Desk Dictionary (U.S.A.: Lippincott and CroweIl, I983), p. 3 18. 



open, shifting, and ambigu ou^.^ This concept of identity is simüar to Turner's reflexive 

mode1 of art and Iife in that t suggests a dynamic and instrumentai aspect. 

According to Stuart Adam, various definitions of cuiture raise certain conceptual 

problems. On one hanci, the anthropological dennition suggests a tradition-based, organic 

notion of culture; while a manageci, dynamic definition is aiso presented. In application to 

Canadian society, ibis means that on one han& a reverent attention to Canadian history 

and tradition is emphasized, while on the other han& a colIaboration between the 

bureaumcy of the modem state and the media in the production of culture is 

emphasized. Io 

Two types of definitions are prevalent in writings r e f d g  to both the concept of 

culture and of identity. Not only do the meanings of "culturen and "identity" discussed 

previously share similarities and overlap in meanhg (perhaps even to the point of making 

the phrase "cultural identity" redundant), but theoreticians have also suggested definitions 

that have aspects of both passivity and activity in reference to the two words. That is, 

some recent writers, aich as Kondo, Turner, and Bissoondath, choose to defxne "dture" 

or "identiw in a way that focuses on an active process of creation, whiie earlier scholars, 

such as Kroeber and IUuckhoin, emphasiie the produa of the process. nie fist approach 

is dynamic, instrumentai, and managed, while the second is more tradition-based, organic, 

and static. A grossly oversimplified restatement of the definition of culture and/or identity 

9 Dorinne Kondo, Craflîng Selves: Power, Gender, and Discourses of ldentity in a Japanese Workpluce 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 WO), p. 24. 
10 Ibid, p. 77. 



may be "something we do" or "something we are." in effect, it is my opinion that both 

types of definitions are important and valid, as production (or process) is not independent 

of product, and vice versa 

Specifidy, the cultures and identities I explore in this thesis are those of the 

members of Hart-Rouge. I discuss how Hart-Rouge, made up of musicians of French 

ongin from Wfiow Bunch, Saskatchewan, are creating and pdorming their identities 

through their career in music. In a broader sense, the cuitures of the 'Vhrsaskois" (the 

name officiially &en to those people of French or bcophone descent who Live or have 

lived in ~askatchewan)" and Canadians as a whole may be comidered. 

Scope 

In this investigation I wiii focus on the h e s  and music of the three sisters and 

brother who rnake up Hart-Rouge and on certain characteristics of their music which are 

effective in actively denniag their own ailtures, a part of the culture of the fransaskois, 

and of other Canadians. 1 have chosen two fàctors to explore in depth: the use of French 

W o r  English in Hart-Rouge's music in their repertoire and their use of the breath to 

create a unique vocal timbre and vocal effects in their music. 1 have chosen these two 

factors beuiuse of the fiequency and depth of discussion they received in the 

documentaries. 

11 For the purpose of thk paper, 1 am using terms such as "French," "francophone," "Frenchspeaking," 
"French Canadh," and "6ransaskois" in their widest sense possi'ble. 1 use them to refer to people who 
speak French as their nrst laquage andlof whose ancestors corne h m  France or another fiancaphone 
Country. 



1 do aot intend to explore in any systematic way any cornparison between Hart- 

Rouge's music and other French Canadian music, including mainstream Québécois pop 

music. 1 will examine Québécois pop music ody insofar as the interviews and media 

regarding Hart-Rouge rnake refkrence to it. During the course of my research, 1 have also 

kept the culhval implications of the Québécois separatist movement in mind but, once 

again, 1 have not ewnined these fûrther unless the information regarding Hart-Rouge has 

refmed to nationalist poïitics. 1 intend for this thesis to be a detailed view of a very srnall 

thread of the fabric of Canadian musical culture and any investigation of other issues 

would be far beyond the scope of this paper. 

Mdhocéology 

Background for my research was obtained by travelling to Saskatchewan to 

i n t e ~ e w  comrnunity members, gathering data about the fhnwkois wmmunity in general 

(government publications and idormation on French song books and recordings available 

in Saskatchewan), researching the fhncophone n-spaper fiom Saskatchewan (L 'Eau 

Vwe), doing a study of French folk song collections in Canada-specially folk Song 

coiiections fiom Western Canada, and visiting the fëte hsaskoise (annual festival of 

hnsaskois culture) in 1994 and 1995. At this festival, 1 was able to interview Emiie 

Campagne, the father of the members of Hart-Rouge. and 1 made an ethnographie film 

compriseci of the musical performers at the festival. Hart-Rouge made a surprise 

appearance at the festival so, although I was wable to get a personal interview at that 



the, I h e d  their entire live performance. In the course of the following year, 1 

conducted M e r  interviews with âaasaskois musicians and cornmunity members. The 

focus of the project, however, is the recorded music and fiim documentaries of Hart- 

Rouge. 

My research for this project began with the viewing of Hart-Rouge: So Many 

Miles and Words Between Us. This introduced me to Hart-Rouge and inspired me to 

delve into their music m e r ,  although at the beginning of my research I intended to do a 

project more generally concerning the musical culture of the âansaskois. 1 dso viewed the 

films Le coeur de dire and Aah'enne Clmkron Presents (segment from February 15, 

1995). These three films provideci valuable rnaterial~ncemhg Hart-Rouge's musical 

career, their f d y ,  childhoods, musical backgrounds, and their lives growing up on a 

f w t h a t  would have otherwise ody been available through hours of personal interviews 

with the rnembers of Hart-Rouge. 1 also analyzed the three i h s  to assess whether and 

how the choice of material presents a consistent image of the band or whether their image 

is constructeci or inventeci a bit d8ierent.i~ in each of the films. 

During the course of the project, 1 made contact with the band's manager to cl* 

details about Hart-Rouge. 1 was also fortunate to be aiiowed access to the band's archives 

(which was comprised of several boxes of material cdected over the past several years, 

that had not yet been formdy sorted and arranged) in Montreal, where 1 found 

information on the Campagnes nom their early days as La famille Campagne up until the 



present, in the form of various recordings, photographs, and newspaper and magazine 

di ppings . 

1 begin the thesis with a short introduction that provides an outiine of the work and 

explains my objectives and methodology. Aiter the introduction, 1 include a chapter 

outlining the history of francophone people in Saskatchewan. In chapter two, 1 present a 

story of the Campagne fàrniiy, fiom th& start in music as La famiUe Campagne to their 

present success as the band Hart-Rouge. Chapter three is an in-depth look at Hart- 

Rouge's use of French and Eaglish in their repertoire. In chapter four, 1 try to show how 

the aspect of breath is important to Hart-Rouge's musical style. In this section, music 

transcriptions with lyical, rhythmical, or tonal cues are included to serve as a type of 

"map" for the reader to use while Iistening to the recorded examples. Finally, 1 conclude 

with a chapter disaissing theoretical issues which emerge fiom my analyses. 

Signzpcance 

1 have threefold hopes for the significance of this project. The fint is that 1 hope to 

provide the reader with a detailed insight into the iives and music of the band Hart-Rouge. 

Secondly, 1 want to promote awareness of the music and culture of French Canadians 

outside of Quebec and perhaps spark a more extensive investigation of the rnulti-faceted 

nature of the identity of French Canadians and the role of music performance in the 

individual's search for identity. 1 am excited about continuhg to broaden the scope of 

French Canadian cultural studies to extend firther into Western Canada. 1 intend to 



disrupt the p ime  of French Canada as a homogenous culture located in Quebec by 

indicating factors which create diverse and heterogenous communities in Saskatchewan. 

F i y ,  as weil as contributing to the continuhg challenge of dehing ourseIves as 

"Canadian" and d e m g  our music as "Ca.nadh," I, as a perron of French descent 

originaiiy f?om Saskatchewan, hope that my study of Hart-Rouge and their music WU shed 

some light on my own personal struggle to define my cultural identity. 



Chapter One: A Btief History of French Canadians 

in Saskatchewan 

In this and the following chapter, I intend to provide the reader with a basic 

historiai context fkom which the band Hart-Rouge emerged. In chapter one, I will 

provide a bnef background of the hcophones in Saskatchewan and a short bistory of 

h w p h o n e  popular Song in Canada. In chapter two, 1 will give a more detailed history of 

one of these âancophone fiundies-the Campagnes, by o f f e ~ g  a critical appraisal of the 

issues of representation which the nIm documentaries raise. 

Several sources, most of which were recent govenmiental publications and 

pamphlets, have proven to be valuabfe to me in writing this chapter. The most infornative 

volume dealing with the history of fhcophones in Saskatchewan has been Richard 

Lapointe and Lucille Tessier's n e  Frmcophnes of hkatchewan: A ~ is tmy.  '* Lapointe 

and Tessier, themseIves âaasaskois, spoke within the book of facets of hcophone Me 

before 1885, settiement of the prairies, the Roman Catholic clergy's promotion of French 

immigration, and points of origin of the francophones who came to Saskatchewan and 

how they adapted to neighbours f?om s w e d  different countries. Finally, the authors 

examine the fransaskois' realization that they would not be a strong presence in the 

12 Richard Lapointe and Lucille Tessier, ï%e Francophones o / ~ k a t c h w a n :  A History (Regina: 
Campion College, 1988). 



province without solidarity and their subsequent bandmg together to found different 

cultural associations and institutions. 

Historical Outhe of Ftench Ciuiadu 

History of hcophones in the area that is now Canada began in 1534, when 

Jacques Cartier landed on the east coast of the continent and tnivelled up the St. Lawrence 

River. Cartier and other French explorers established relationships with the aboriginal 

people and built a flowishing fur trade. In 1604, coloaists began arriving fiom France to 

set-tle on the eastem coast of what is now Canada. Foiiowing in 1608, Samuel de 

Champlain founded Quebec City, which launched the beginning of senlement dong the St. 

Lawrence as fm West  as the Red River region (today's Manitoba) and throughout what is 

now known as the province of Quebec. The explorer Pierre de La Vérendrye (1685- 1749) 

established forts where Winnipeg and Edmonton now stand, encouraging the building of 

French communities in the Red River Vailey and Werent areas of what is now Western 

canada? Earliest reports of fir-trading in uUs area are nom the writings of Henry Kelsey 

in 1690, although the trade was thought to have starteci as early as 1640. l4 

The settlement of ffancophones in the region which today comprises Saskatchewan 

occurred in three stages. The frst stage was during the exploratoiy era and the era of the 

fur trade, f?om the late seventeenth cenhiry to the mid-nineteenth century. During this 

13 "08ticiai Languages: Basic Faas" @ublished by the Ofnce of the Commiscioner of Official Languages, 
September 1993), pp. 7-8. 
14 J. Howard Richards (ed.), Atlas of Saskatchewan (Saskatoon: Department of Geography, University of 
Saskatchewan, 1%9), p. 16. 



tirne, îrading posts were estabfished on the river systems by voyageurs, coureurs & bois, 

and cotntnissioners of the fbr trading c ~ m ~ a n i e s . ' ~  These men, a h g  with their 

counterparts of various *hnicities (including British, Irish, Scottish, and others) cacried 

the fur trade deep into the interior of the West, where they met and d e d  native women. 

The childien bom of these relationships became lcnown as the ~étis.'~ 

The second stage in the settiement of hcophones in the area now hown as 

Saskatchewan was from the mid-nineteenth century until the Northwest Rebellion in 1885. 

At this the, many smal Métis cornmunities were founded. Some of these communities 

were old river routes and othen were widely scattered across the southem prairies. It was 

aiso in this thne period, in 1867, that the British North America Act recognized off id  

status for English and French in Parliament and the federal courts, as well as in Quebec's 

courts and legislature. l7 

FinaUy, the thkd stage of hcophone  settlement lasted for approxhately half a 

century after the rebellion (1885), when the Dominion of Canada decided to implement its 

national policy. Part of this policy was settling the area now encompassing the prairie 

15 AIau B. Anderson, French Sefilements in ~ t c h e w a n :  Historiccll and Demographic Perspeclives 
(Research Report #5, Research Unit for French-Canadian Studies and Department of Sociology, 
University of Saskatchewan, Oaober 1985), p. 1. 
16 "Baîoche National Historic Park" ( p u b W  by authority of the Miaister of the Ewironmenî, Minister 
of Suppiy and Services, 1986), p. 10. The dennition of W has been ami stili is amtested in Canada in 
the 1990s. Ontario Métis antest the rlennition of the 'historie" Métis of Westem Canada as the 
desceadents of the Red River comrnunity, arguing tbat aU people of aboriginai and "other" descent should 
be includBd, not just those on the prairies. Marry people who affiliate with F i  Nations are partiy 
European, and uime newrtheless resent Métis organizatioas which tend to homogenk diffèrences among 
Wemt Nations. In Sabtchewan, the Métis maintain separate political and social organizations apart 
h m  groups such as the 6ransaskoi.s. 
17 Anderson, p. 1. 



provinces.'a Duhg this t h e ,  French-speaking immigrants (encourage- to rnove to the 

West by the Roman Cathoiic church) fiom Quebec, Europe, and the United States anived 

in large numbers to establish primarily agriculturai Settlements across the prairies. Of 

course, bcuphones were not alone in settlemenî, espxially during tliis third stage. A 

wide varîety of other ethnic groups also established their own settlements, and mon 

people of nonoBritish and non-French ongin were in the majority in Saskatchewan, which 

had officiaiiy becorne a province of Canada in 1905.'~ 

Denwgrc~phic d Lingu- ~d 

The rnap in Appeada A shows the regions of hcophone settlement in 

Saskatchewan. The large map on the right side of the diagram displays the southem half of 

the province, indicating hcophone wmmunities. The smailer map on the lefi shows the 

three main regions of French settlement in Saskatchewan. The southeast area of settlement 

comprises a triangle whose corners are Forget in the west, Oxbow in the south, and 

Pipestone Valley in the northeast, with extensions out to Sedley, Montmartre, the 

Qu'Appelle Vaiiey, and a cluster of families around Radviiie. The southwest area of 

francophone settlement is arranged in a vast arc fkom Lisieux and Waow Bunch to near 

Sbawavon, reaching Coderre to the north and Ferland to the south. The third area of 

18 Lapointe and Tessier, pp. 1-2. 
19 Anderson, p. 1. 
20 In this section, 1 refer to language ody as an aspect of individuai culhiral identity. I do not intend to 
impiy that Saskatchewan, or Canada, has a bidtural nature; but ratber, 1 çee these statistics as a 
reflection of the dominant language used in education and business, not the dominant cultrire. 



settlemtmt is located north of the 52nd parallei, dispened in an area sweeping across the 

width of the province, fiom Paradise Hiu in the west to Hudson Bay in the east2I 

In 1969, the C d a n  parfiament adopted the Ofncial Languages Act, confimiing 

English and French as official languages for al1 purposes of the parliament and federal 

government. The 1991 census data shows that approximately 73% of Canadians are able 

to speak Engiish (for educational and commercial purposes), 25% are able to speak 

French, and about 1.4% are unable to speak either official language. Though Canadian 

wciety has becorne multidtural and multilingual, only English and French will allow 

nearly 1Wh of Canadians to communicate with each other.% Saskatchewan, 99.4% of 

the population is able to speak English, 5.2% is able to speak French, and 0.6% can speak 

neither English nor French. 2% of the proviace's population has French as its first 

Although most hncophone Canadians now iive in Quebec, there are ahost 

969,000 French-speaking people h g  outside of Quebec, ai l  across Canada. 

A p p r o d e l y  243,000 fbcophones live in New Brunswick, the ody province which is 

officialiy bilinguai. About 5 10,000 francophones iive in the northern, eastern, and 

southwestern parts of Ontario. The remaining 216,000 live in the rea of 

To highlight the ethnic diversity of Saskatchewan, 1 have chosen to include 

information about the ethnic origin of the population fkom the 1961 census. People of 

2 1 Lapointe and Tessier, p. 107. 
22 "Wiciai Languages: Basic F m "  pp. 8-9. 
23 Statisîics Canada, 1991 Ceasus, Catalogues 93-3 18 and 94-320. 
24 lbid, p. 8. 



British origin (including Irish, Scottish, and Welsh) made up about 40.3% of the 

population; Ge- and Austrian, 19.2%; UIcrainian, 8.5%; Scandinaviaq 7.3%; French, 

6.5%; Russian and Poüsh, 5.5%; Native, 3.3%; Dutch, 3.2%; and 0 t h  ethnicities, 

6.2%? In comparing the proportions of diaerent ethnicities of various years since 1900, it 

is apparent ht, aIthough the numbers have changeci, percentages have remained relatively 

stable. In t e m  of the h c o p h o n e  population, Alan B. Anderson states that dthough the 

proportion of French-speakers has Men siightS, the absolute number of them greatiy 

increased during the pexiod of immigration to 193 5 

Culatd Qash 

The relationship of the fhsaskois with th& provincial co-habitants has not 

always been without conflict. 1 have chosen. therefore, to include a short section on the 

fransaskois' efforts to maintain h e  French language and Roman Catholic religion. 1 

believe that their cultural identity and the ways in which they promote it have evolved 

largely because they have continuously had to work through clashes with the anglophone 

major@ (itself comprised of people f?om varying ethnic backgrounds) throughout their 

hiaory. As weil, 1 think that the theme of clashes between cultures due to 

misunderstanding is a theme wrnmon to the expezience of the fransaskois, the Campagne 

family, and Hart-Rouge themselves. 

25 J. Howard Richards, p. 33. 
26 Anderson, p. 1. 



The linguistic rights of the French-spe9kug population, which were guaranteed by 

the British North America Act (1 867), were reafhned in 1877 by an menciment to the 

North-West Territories Act. It stated that either English or French couid be used by any 

person in debates of the local couocil and in the proceedmgs before the courts, both of the 

languages would be used in the records and joumais of the council, and the ordinances of 

the council would be printed in both ~aqgua~es.~  

In 1885, Canada's federd govemment wanted to settfe the west as quickly as 

possible and ateaa agridhual immigrants to the area because they needed western 

suppliers to sustain the development of eastern industries. French-speaking Catholics 

thought that in order to respect linguistic duatity of the area, a stable and even immigration 

with at least half the settlers coming f?om h c o p h o n e  areas would be desirable. The 

govemment, however, was less concerned with the ethnic origiu, language, and religion of 

the people than with their ability to work the land, and so people of many Werent 

ethnicities moved to the North-West, with large aumbers of British, German, Scandinavian 

immigrants, and Russian (e.g., UIrrainian) immigrants.* 

The Catholic clergy claimed that the federai governrnent did not make an effort to 

attract Catholic settlers, especially hcophone Cathoücs. In 1907 in the House of 

Cornrnons, French Canadian nationalists openly accused the govemment of genocide of 

hcophones in the West by "plotting to flood the prairies with immigrants of every 

27 Lapointe and Tessier, p. 5. 
28 Ibid, p. 44. 



nationality."" Francophone nationalists were convinceci that the immigration office, 

donwiated by Protestant Anglo-Saxons, practised favoritism towards the British, German, 

and Scandinavian colonists and discouragecl immigration Born France and Belgium. In 

fa@ fiom 1904 to 1905, $42,673 was spent on immigration from Great Britain and 

$1 1 1,000 on premiwns to the North Atlantic Trading Company, an unofficial group of 

maritime agents operating in northem and Eastern Europe; while only $l3,OOO was spent 

to remit fiom France and ~elgium.' The 1905 annu81 report of the Superintendent of 

Immigration serves to strengthen the claim of the French Canadian nationalists because it 

shows a distinct preference for British settlers (see excerpt in Appendk B). 

In achiaiity, Canada's immigration policy at the start of the twentieth century 

classified immigrants into the following categories, primarily according to their presumed 

ability or inability to work the land: desirable, acceptable, and undesirable. In the 

'desirable' category, the most desirable were, in order, British, German, Scandinavian, 

F ' i s h ,  Dutch, Belgian, French, and French-speaking Swiss immigrants. Lapointe claims 

that French-speakers were included in this category partially for fear of displeasing the 

French-Canadian nationalists, but principally because those who had already settled on the 

prairies had generally been very successfiil. In the 'acceptable' category were Ukrainians, 

Poles, Russians, and Hungarians. The 'undesirable' class was cornposeci of Greek, 

Turkish, Armenian, Italian, Bulgarian, Syrian, and Oriental  immigrant^.^' 

29 Lapointe and Tessier, pp. 70-71. 
30 Ibid, pp. 90-9 1. 
31 lbid, pp. %-101. 



Aside fiom the favontsm apparent in immigration policies, the fhnsaskois also 

experienced opposition in the educational system When French Catholics immigrated to 

Saskatchewan, they wae  promised the fkedom to educate their children in hcophone 

schools (im the afioremdoned amendment to the North-West Territories Act in 1877). In 

1916, the Saskatchewan School Trustees passed resolutioc~s condemning the use of 

laaguages other than English in schools in the province. At est, the hours during which 

French instniction was dowed were redud. Ultimately, fhcophone Catholics were 

denieci Québécois teachers, official hcophone curriculum, approved textbooks and 

hbrary books, catechism in French, and religious habits and ~yrnbols.~~ Certain tumultuous 

incidents took place because of the changes, such as the ocainence at the annual congress 

of the Saskatchewan Schwl Trustees' Association held in Saskatoon in 1 9 1 8, at which 

delegates spoke against dl 'foreign elernents' in the province and voted against instruction 

in French. This incident is describeci at length in Appendix C. 

The aansaSkois were also persecuted by extremist groups, such as the Ku Klux 

Klan (KICK), who had gained a considerable foilowing in Saskatchewan, especially in the 

south. They dernanded the linguistic uni@ of Canadian people. The group was violently 

anti-French and d-Catholic, in addition to th& prejudice against Jews and Biacks. In 

1927, the KKK organized a protest carnpaign against religious habits and crucifixes in the 

classroom and the teaching of ~rench.~' 

32 Lapointe and Tessier, p. 201. 
33 Ibid, p. 21 1. 



Eariy in the twentieth century, the hmaskois began to develop strategies for 

resisting assimilation by publishing newspapers, broadcasting French radio programs, and 

organiong Cathoiic groups and initiatives, such as L Slssocidon cuthoIipe#anco- 

d e m i e .  These and other such projects are disaissed fiirther in the foiiowing section. 

Deyelopment of Francophone Ihst&fions and Intetest Groups in Saskatchewan 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the hcophones in Saskatchewan 

decided to band together to protect their faith, laquage, and culture. Since then, sweral 

organizations have been formed to prornote different aspects of the French culture in 

Saskatchewan. 

The French-speaking colonists' descendants who presently tive in Saskatchewan 

are now known by the name 'ïhsaskois." Guy Tourigny, a representative of La 

Commission c u l t w e I I e ~ ~ k o i s e  (CCF), says that being fiamaskois means ". . . we have 

French background and origins but are prairie people.. . . . Some of us have been here for 

four or five generations." Tourigny goes on to say that the fhsaskois are made up of 

people whose ancestors came nom France, Belgium, Switzerland, the United States, and 

Quebec and he states that they are in the process of developing a culture that is unique 

50m other francophones in Canada, and definitely prairie basedY The fiansaskois group 

may dso include the signifiant Erancophone Métis population in Saskatchewan, but most 

34 Saskreport (Vol. 4, No. 2: February 1991), p. 2. 



ofien the Métis consider themselves a separate culturai nation because of their native 

heritage. 

As stated earjier, the fiaasaskois people have formed several organizations in order 

to promote and perpetuate the French language and fianwphone culture in Saskatchewan. 

Since the proclamation of Canada's official biliagualism in the 1960s, these groups have 

been increasingly active, especialiy tbrough the educational system, where they were 

prwiously not legally dowed to promote the French language. L Lssoc i~on cies Lafisies 

de b Saskatchewan encourages the artistic growth and development of French-speaking 

artist s in Saskatchewan. L 'Association cuItureIIefrancO-CCatQdjenne ( fonndy 

L Ysmdiation m t h o I i p e f r a n c ~ e m e )  de lo SIasKatchewun promotes the vitality 

and development of the friuisaskois community to insure its participation within the 

province and in Canada L ;4mociution jeunnessefiunsaskoise represents the fhnsaskois 

youth and coordinates special events and local networking. Its goal is to instiii awareness 

in the youth of fianwphone culture, language, and identity. L Associarion des junstes 

d'eqwessÏonfranpïse & la SzsRalchewan works towards equality of both officiai 

languages before the courts and sees that the judiciai system dows the use of French in 

Saskatchewan. Lu Féderation des a î n é s f r ~ k o i s  represents Saskatchewan's 

firancophone senior citueas."' 

35 uNational Francophone WeeklSernaine nationale de la fiancophooe: March 20-26 mars," hkutoon  
Star Phoenix, March 22, 1994. 



Ln Comission cuZtwellefranrcl~Koise is presently the leading group promoting 

fbsaskois development. It was founded in 1974 to coordinate the efforts of French 

CUItural and adsric organizations in Saskatchewan Its first concem is to facilitate the 

overail cultural and artistic development of French artists, communities, and designatecl 

schools in the province. The CCF haq in recent years, increased their youth work because 

of concem over the 60% assimilation rate of Saskatchewan fhncophones. The CCF is 

involved in a school program involving tours of local and nationally known artists, a 

drama program, and a province-wide xhool newspaper. CCF also hosts the annual @te 

fhnsaskoise, a weekend culturai and artistic festival held since 1980 in a different French 

comrnunity in Saskatchewan each year.M In the past, the festival has been held in St. 

Laurent, St. Victor, Bellevue, Gravelbourg, Prud'homme, St. Denis, Prince Albert, 

Ponteix, Zenon Park. and Wdow Bunch. After several years in which bcophone artists 

had to be importecl to perform at the festvai, more and more local artists are now 

participating.37 

Apart f?om these groups promoting hnsaskois culture, there is a CBC 

h w p h o n e  radio station in Regina (CBKF-FM), &ch is rebroadcast firom several other 

locations throughout the province. The CBC fî-ancophone television station is also 

broadcast Erom Regina (CBKFT), and rebroadcast nom other ~ocations.~' A province- 

- - - - - - - -- - - - 

36 "Saskatchewan Chuncil of Culturai Organitations" @ampHet published by the Saskatchewan Couucii 
of Culturai ûrganhtions, updated in 1993). 
37 "Statistics on Ofiiciai Languages in Saskatchewann @ublished by the Office of the Coxrmisioner of 
ûfficial Languages, June 1993). 
38 "CBC French Radio: Stations and Rebmdcasters" and "CBC French Television: Stations and 
Rebroadcastersn (pubiished by Communication Services, CBC Head Office, Marcb 1992). 



wide francophone newspaper, L 'Emc Vive, is published weekly fiom R e m  by the CCF. 

There is also a new hcophone music distriion company calleci PEP Musique (Prévost 

Entertainment Productions, Inc.) which started in 1990. It is the ody effective company in 

the distriution of hcophone music in the Caaadian  est.^^ 

In the education field, the tiansaskois have recently gained permission to set up 

their own school boards afker a law was passed in 1994 that approved the formation of 

parent-nin boards to operate the fhnsaskois school districts. Previously, French schools 

were under the public school board jurisdiction." 

These and other organizations, nich as the francophone publishing company in the 

prairies, Éditions Lacis Riel, are the result of the work of many people who have 

stmggled for the fieedom to express their culture throughout the past century. 

Wlllmu Bvnch, Saskafcltewan 

The Campagne family, fiom which Hart-Rouge emerged, grew up on a f ~ m  near 

Willow Bunch. Wdow Bunch is a srnail tom in southern Saskatchewan that was founded 

by Quebec-bom Jean-Louis Légaré (1 841- 191 8) in 1880. Légaré tniveIled to the western 

plains of the United States in 1865, and in 1871, he rnoved north and opened a trading 

camp in the area of "Montagne de bois" (Wood Mountain), as several Métis families had 

recently moved there fiom Manitoba. This is the area in which Waow Bunch was founded 

- - 

39 hkreport ,  p. 10. 
40 "Fransaskois ready to set up schoo1 boards," Saskatoon Star Phoenix, 1994. 



in 1880, when L@é senled in a MUey in the region and opened a store. Later, he 

became a rancher, built a cheese factory, and mted as postmaster for twenty years-4' 

The area in which Wdow Bunch was founded was originally named "Taüe de 

Sauies" (thicket of wiiiows) because of the shmbs that were found there in abundame. 

They also nicknamed the town "~arr-~ou~e"'~  because the small twigs of the shnibs 

could be put in tobacco and smoked. Later, anglophones gave the town the name 'Wiow 

Bunch," which was a corruption of the original name? 

The historical publication, Willaw Bunch, is written nom a clerical and missionary 

perspective, declaring that Christianity amalgamated the variety of citizens of Waow 

Bunch into a tmified whole. The prefhce states that the town of Wdow Bunch had its 

origin among the Indians and Métis of La Montagne de bois with the early m i s s i o ~ e s .  

At fkst, the native people, fiom the Cree, Blackfoot, Assiniboine, and Monta@s aibes, 

were stîii nomadic, but with the coming of Europeans, they gradually abandoned the 

nomadic way of Me and settled in the region of Wdow Bunch. The native people, 

especialiy the Cree, were fiendly with the Europeans who h v e d  at the beginning of the 

1800s. They welcomed the white men hto their tribes and offered their daughters in 

4 1 Centenaire de ka paroisse St. Ignace des saules (187&1970)/Centenniaf ofSt. Ignace des Saules 
Pmish ( W i l l o ~  Bunch, SK, 1970). p. 1 1,36-37. 
42 This is the origin of the band's name. Translated litedly, "hartn refers to a rope or a tough twig that 
c m  be used to tie things together. When this rope was smoked, it was d with heaî, hence the name 
"muge." 
43 "Vers la vallé du géant Beaupré," (information pamphlet h m  the 15th annual fi%e fimsdcoise), p. 
10. riie -géant Beaupréw rdm to Édouard Beaupré, the fïrst baby baptized in the church at WilIow 
Bunch. Beaupré grew to a faatastic height and subsequently brought fame to the town of Wiow Bunch. 



marriage. Wdow Bunch's founding was due in great part to the Métis, who a d  as 

guides, hunters, and interpreters for wmpanies, explorers, and m i s s i o ~ e ~ . ~  

In the 1700s the coureurs de bois opened up the west for trading, and rnissionaries 

soon followed. In 1868, the Oblates of Mary Immaailate Fathers had taken over the 

mission of the area, and in 1870, a priest fl~~med Fr. Lestanc travelled to the area of 

Wdow Bunch and built a mgged chape1 calied the Coulée Chapel. Sunday Mass was sung 

by the whole congregation, and soon, one of the best musicians of the parkh, Mrs. Angus 

McGillis, became a leading member of the Métis chou for the church McGülis had been a 

singhg student of Sr. Marie-Éulalie Lagrave of Ste.-François-Xavier, who was one of the 

founders of the &der of the Grey Nuns in the West. McGilIis, a talented musician, aiso 

taught her son to play the violin." 

The church was considered by many people to be a centre for the community, and 

much of the musical activities subsequently took place t h e .  Usually, the priest held a 

daily moming hiass and sang evening Vespers every &y. In 1884, a new chape1 was built 

to replace the Coulée Chape4 and then a wooden church was finally built in 1907 .~  

The Société Ste.Jean-Baptiste began in Wdow Bunch in 19 1 1. Its aim was to 

maintain the Catholic and French mentality in the forefiont of the comrnunity and develop 

interests in aii that wuld make it more Christian and promote the intellectual and physical 

culture. The society fomed cornmittees for music, education, aymnastics, recmiting, and 

- - -- - - - - - - 

44 Rev. CI& Rondeau, PME and Rev. Adrien Chabot, Willow Bunch (Winnipeg and Gravelbourg: 
Canadian Pubiishers Ltd., 1970, translation fiom French), pp. 3, 1 1 .  
45 Willow Bunch, pp. 13,33-35,278. 
46 Ibid, pp. 112, 167. 



L 'Assuciution ColholiqirefiancO-CCMQCIIemte in 1916. The music cornmittee wncentrated 

its activities on the Wdow Bunch parish. They started a choir, under the direction of Dr. 

Arsène Godin, which added to the holiday ceremonies and reaped much-deserved credit. 

As well, a band of twenty instruments, mostly brass, was organized.*' 

A large celebration was held to commemorste the fiftieth anniversary of the parish 

and t o m  of Wdow Bunch in 1930. The celebration included a Mas, a performance by 

the bras band, musical and oratorical programmesy the benediction of a monument, a 

parade, a display of decorations, outdoor amusements, and a banquet. The performance of 

the choir, still under the direction of Dr. Godin, so irnpressed the public that the following 

statement appeared in a newspaper, Le Pafn'oie aé I 'Ouest, to describe the event: 

The Waow Bunch choir really amazed all....Under the expert direction of Dr. 
Godin, the polyphonie Mass was so weil performed as to surpass in perfection 
what is heard even in important cities." 

In 1925, Father Kugener became the priest of Wdow Bunch parish. He was an 

advocate and comoissair of Gregorian chant, and t was he who presided over the 

blessing of the tbree new church bels of Wdow Bunch. The bells were so prominent in 

the cornmunity that they were given names. The 865 lb. beli ("do") was named 'Marie- 

Reine, B e "  the 635 lb. beli ("rey') was named ''Marie-Thérèse-Lorette," and the 465 Ib. 

bell ("mi") was caiied "MarieAnge, Yvone, ~ 0 b e r t . a . ~ ~  

47 WiiIow Bunch, pp. 181,183-184. 
48 Ibid, p. 263. 
49 Ibid, pp. 3 18-3 2 1. 



The WiUow Bwch parish reached a high point in its presentation of s o d s  and 

spectacles in the 1930s in order to raise the spirits of the people, who were d e r i n g  f?om 

the drought and a poor emnomy. Theatricai productions became vety popular at this time. 

From the 1930s until 1970 (at which point information becornes scarce), music was part of 

celebrations in the t o m  of Wdow Bunch for several events in the communiîy-visits 

nom the bishop, pnests' birthdays, ordinations, and town anniversaries, as weii as other 

special occasions. In 1959, the church that presentiy stands in Wdow Bunch was M y  

bdt." 

French Musical Heritage àin CÙmdÙ 

Little is known about fiancophone music in C m &  before the nineteenth ce~tury, 

although there are references to voyageur songs and other music in French comrnunities in 

eady travel literature and in the Jesuit Relations. One of the fkst collections of French 

popular song in Cariada was Emest Gagnon's collection of French folk songs entitled 

C k o m  popIoires CCmiada (1 865), which is exceptional due to its amplete textual 

and musical renditions with selected variants." 

Marius Barbeau (1883-1969) was engaged by the Canadian government in the 

early 1900s to conduct research conceming the native peoples. He began collecting native 

tales and foik songs while working on the Huron Indian reserves. Because he was the son 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

50 Willow Bunch, pp. 355-356,404. 
5 1 Emest Gagnon, Chansons populaires du Canada, second edition (Quebec Bureaux du foyer caaadien, 
1880). 



of a violonnr and noticed French infiuence on the music of the native people. he beiieved 

that there were more French folk songs than those previously coiiected or published by 

Gagnon. Barbeau subsequently traveiied through Quebec, recordhg as many as 3,000 

songs. Latq  he began working with other interestecl researchers, such as E.Z. 

Massicotte, and eventuai1y recorded 1,400 songs. 

Barbeau's first major collection, Romcmcero th c&. '* is composed of £My 

French songs found in Canada. It also includes rhythmic formulae and musical analyses. 

Other publications of Barbeau's include Alouette, L 'arbre des rêves, Le rossignoiy 

chcmte, En roulant ma boule. and Le roi boif." 

ûther researchers have also added to the body of French foik song collections in 

Canada. Marguerite and Raoul d'Harcourt published Chansons folkl~riquesfrm~ses au 

Cima& in 1956." Luc Lacourcière, through the Archives of Foikiore at Laval University, 

collected and recorded over 2.000 foik songs in Charlevoix and New Brunswick. In 1943, 

Conrad Laforte undertook research with the intent of catdoguhg French songs in North 

Amerka and French-speaking Europe. Among the rdting publications are Poétiques de 

52 Mhus Barbeau, Romancero du Cmada (Tomnto: Macmiiian of  Canada, 1937). 
53 Barbeau, Alouelle: Nimveau recueil de chansons populaires avec mélodies, choisies dans le rdpertoire 
mC Musée national du Canada (Montreaï: Éditions Lwmm, 1946). 
L 'mbre des rêves (Montreal: Éditions L u m ~ n ,  1948). 
Le r u ~ g n o l  y chante (Ottawa: Musée national de I'homme, 1979). 
En roulant ma boule (Ottawa: Musée natiod de l'homme, 1982). 
L+e roi boit (Ottawa: Musée canadien des civilisations, 1987 posthumous). 
54 Marguerite and Raoul d'Harwurt Chansons fo~k~oriquesfi.ançaises au Canada: leur langue musicale 
(Qu&: Presses de l'Universit6 Laval, 1956). 



la c h o n  h.adtionellefrtm~cnse and the complete edition of Le catalogue & de chanson 

folklorique fronpke (1977- l987), of which there are six volumes as of 1997.~' 

French folk song has been collected and studied in other provinces aside fiom 

Quebec. In 1942, the first volume of Chaizsom d A d e  (there were seven volumes by 

1990) was published by Father Anselme Chiasson and Brother Daniel Boudreau of New 

Brunswick. Aiso, Helen Creighton worked in Nova Scotia coliecting folksongs-some of 

which are French-and Kenneth Peacock has coUected songs in Newfoundland. Gerald 

Thomas published a volume titkd Songs Sung by French N~OLntdl&rs (1978). 

Chansons & ~ h i p ~ ~ a n ' ~  and C o m p l ' e s  A d e n n e s  <de L fie du Prince ~sdmard' are 

two other Maritime collections. Germain kmieux, working out of Sudbury, collected 

over 3,000 songs nom the French-speakers of Ontario and compiled some of them into a 

volume called C k ~ n n i e r ~ a n c o - o n t ~ e n  (1 974- 1975). Collections were also compiled 

from the French wmmunities of Manitoba, one publication of which is Cham ri 

r é p o d e  rhr Mmritobcc (1 979). ~ o l k s o n ~  coUectors active in English Canada have often 

included French repertoire in their publications, e. g, Edith Fowke's llte Pen@ Book of 

Crmodan Folk Songs (1 973)." 

55 Conrad Laforte, Poétiques de la chanson traditionelle jhçaise: c l ~ ~ c a t i o n  de la chanson 
folkIoripe (Qw5ec: Presses de I'Universitt? Laval, 1976). 
Le catalogue de la chansonfolWori~~e~mçaise (Qriebec: Presses de l'université Law, 1977-1 987). 
56 Dominique Gauthier, Chonsons de Shippagan (Les Archives de Folkiore 16, Les Presses de 
l'université Lavai, 1975). 
57 Georges Arsenauit, Complaintes Acadiennes de L 'Île clL mnce Edoumd (Ottawa: Les Éditions 
Leméac, 1980). 
58 Marcien Ferland, Chunsons 6 rPpon&e dk Manitoba (Ste.-Boaiface, MB.: Les Éditions du BI& 1979). 
59 Conrad Laforte, "Fok music, Franco-lanadian," in: Helmut Kalimann et al. (eûs.), Encyc/opedia of 
Music in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992, second edition), pp. 477-48 1. 



In Saskatchewan, H e  research bas been undertaken in the field of French 

folksong except where it pertains to the Métis people. Barbara Cass-Beggs compiled a 

short anthology of songs entitled &en Métis &ngs of kkatchewan (1 967)? There are 

also two short anthologies of hnsaskois music. The fmt, Chantom la vie (1988);' is a 

volume compileci by membas of the Fédération des aînés -kois. The anthology is 

made up of 101 songs, most of which have no indications of origin. Chanis que les 

anciens m 'ont cdomés: vivietoc c h m t s f i ~ s  & IO Szshchewan (1989)~~ is the other 

fransaskois anthology. It was produced under the direction of Simone V M e ,  with 

research by Marie-Louise Perron and musical transcriptions of Martin Thibault. Perron 

indicated in her article for Conrad Morte's book, BalZa4k.s et Chartsons FolkIoripes that 

she intended this anthology for a scholariy audience, as opposed to a readership geared 

towards Nearly one hundred songs are in this volume, including multiple 

versions of some of them. The coiledons have a regional focus with the adaiton of a few 

Métis songs, including some about Louis Riel, to a repertoire sirnilar to Gagnon and 

Barbeau. This and other research on French folk song in Canada has been preserved and 

protected in coilections in the Canadian Centre for Folk Culture Studies and the Marius 

Barbeau Documentation Centre in Montreal. 

60 Barbara Cas-Beggs, Seven Métis Songs of Saskatchewan (Don Milis, ON.: BMI Canada, 1%7). 
6 1 Fédération des aîn6 fiansaskok, Chantons ia vie (Regina, SK: Éditions Louis Rie4 1988). 
62 Chants que les anciens m 'ont donnés: vieux chantsfionçais de lu Saskatchewan (Regina, SIC: La 
Co-on culturelle nansaskoise, 1989). 
63 Marie-Louise Perron, "État de la recherche sur la chaason folklorique en SaskatchewaqW in: Ballades 
et chansons folkloriques: actes de la 18e semon de la commim-on pour l 'é fude de la pogsie de tradition 
orale (Quebec: CELAT, Université Lavai, 1989), pp. 29-44. 



Thus far. 1 have deScnbed the EiCtivities of academics with regards to French folk 

song in Canada. The repertoire also played, and still plays, a role in popuiar culture and 

pedagogy. It was a cornmon view that teachhg these songs to others was a good way to 

papetuate the French language in Canaâa. Monsignor Camille Roy, the president of the 

Comniittee of the Survïval of French in America, declared in Quebec in 1937 that: 

... l'un des meilleurs moyens de conserver et de cultiver l'esprit fiançais, c'est de 
chanter et de faire chanter le plus possible nos belles chansons canadiennes et 
hçaises." 

With this end in mind, publication of the series of volumes cded La bonne chanson was 

initiated. These volumes were composed of French folk songs fiom sources previously 

mentioned, such as those of Gagnon, Barbeau, and Massicotte. They were intendeci to be 

used in schools, in the home, and at community gatherings. The Company Les &itiions 

musicales la bonne c h m  produced severai different volumes and collections which 

were distributed in the French wmmunities of North Aumica, mostly in the 1940s and 

1950s. Radio programs and song books brought French fok song into millions of 

bcophone homes and schools across  anad da." 

Natwally' as Canadian people leanied and sang traditional French folk songs, they 

were also composing new songs of their own. Denis Bégin, in Lu c h o n  

64 Les lOO plus b e k s  chansons (St. Hyacinthe, Que.: Les Éditions musicais la bonne chanson, 1956), p. 
3. Engiish translation: "....one of the best methods of preçerving and culiivating the French cuIture is to 
sing and to have our beautifid Ciiriiinian and French çongs sung as much as possiile." N.B. A l  of the 
translations h m  French to Engiish are mine, unless otherwise specined. 
65 Janice Seline et al., L 'Illustration de la chmon foIWoripe au Qudbec des origines d 'La bonne 
chanson ' (Montreal, Que. : Musée des beaux arts de Montréal, 19%0), p. 33. 
66 Dcnis BCgin, Lu chanson quCbCcoisc (Capdc-la-Madeleine, Que.: Les Éditions du Rtsau U Inc., 
1987). pp. 5,3743. 



asserts that the transfomation of folk song accompanied the transformation of French 

Canadian society nom 1920 well into the 1980s. He says that La Bolduc, a popular 

Québécoise singer. helped popuiarize the folk song when she toured Quebec in the est 

half of the twentieth century. Her song style inc1uded the rhythm of reels and jigs. 

During the nrst haif of the twerrtieth century, country and westem music in French 

was also popular. It was inspire. by the American country and western tradition and 

began with mostly sad songs, including wartime songs and yodeling. The populanty of 

such singers as Wfie Lamothe. Paul Brunelie, Roger Miron, and Marcel Martel grew until 

the advent of rock and roU ia the 1950s. 

Bégin goes on to describe auother French song style that grew under the influence 

of American and French popular song Mes. The chteurs  cbe chmme were the French 

equivalent of "crooners," who became known in the 1930s. They were influenced by 

television and became fémous again in the l9SOs and later with Michel Lowain, Pierre 

Laionde, Donald Lautrec. and then Réné Sirnard in the 1970s. 

In the 1st haif of the cetlhiry. two different streams of French song are apparent in 

Canada-pop and chonnier .  The pop style, s d a r  to the rock and roll English style, 

was inDuenceci by Elvis Presley in the 1950s and the Beatles in the 19609, and as it grew in 

popularity. dflerent variants, such es intelleztual rock and symphonie rock, have emerged. 

Renée-Berthe Drapeau, in her article, "Le yéyé dans la marge du nationalisme québécois," 

says that the French rock and roll music of the 1960s. which was infiuenced by the many 

"revolutions" operating in society then, is cded "yéyé," an onomatapoeic term that 



imitates the nonsense syllables often found in the lyrics of these songs. YQé rdects a 

period in Quebec's history thet was Wed with economic, ideologicd, and d t u d  

overhaul. Drapeau states that this "mostiy quiet revolutionfl was bom f?om the fatigue of 

an 'Serior' nationafi~m.~ 

The chansonnier style was and still is more of a singer/song~ter tradition, similar 

to the folk tradition of English music. F e k  Leclerc was an important French Canadian 

artist in this field. By 1973, bands such as Séguir5 Beau Dommage, and Harmonium were 

producing cornplex French Canadian music that shared a theme of liberating humanity 

fiom the chahs of consumerist society. Much of this music has a nationalistic, political, or 

revolutionary tone. Later, many d8erent styles were combined with one another to mate 

new styles of music, but the big names like Leclerc, Femand, Léveillée, Vigneault, and 

Charlebois remained p ~ ~ u l a r . ~ ~  

Conclrrsions: Personal Sictes tu the PTrstoty 

This chapter fùnctions as a brief histoq of the fransaskois as a whole; whereas 1 

wouid Ore to sharpen my focus in the foUowing chapter in order to examine the 

67 In Robert Bothwell's Cano& atid Quebec: One Counw, Two Histories (Vamwer: UBC Press, 
1995), the author descn'bes the "quid revolution" as a @oâ (1945 to 1965) of teform. technological 
advance, and modernitation in Quebec. During this period, the framework of Quebec society-ymided 
p M y  by the Roman Catholic religioL1.shifted dramatidly. The people of Quebec b e p  to question 
the asswnptions upon which their society was fouaded By the end of this period, divorce was flourishing, 
the birthrate was dropping, convents were empty, ancl same churches had been tunid into bingo halis @p. 
75-83). 
68 Renée-Berthe Drapeau, 'Te yéyé dans la marge du nationalisme qudxkois," in: Giroux, Robert (ed.). 
Les aires de la chanson québticoise (Montréai: Éditions Triptyque, 19û4), pp. 173-208. 
69 Bégin, La chanson québécoise, pp. 55-57. 



acperience of one hmaskois W y - t h e  Campagnes fiom Waow Bunch. In doing so, I 

beliewe it may be valuable to fùst explain where 1 stand as the author. 

Iii this paper, the voices of many dülierent people must be taken into consideratioa, 

and it is important to lmow where the authorial voice is corning fiom. French-speaking 

Canadians, English-speaking Canadians, fraosaskois, QuQuébécois, Hart-Rouge, and my own 

voice aU have a role to play in this thesis. Many of these groups overlap and inter- 

through the lives of ùidividuals. For instance, 1 feel at once an insider and an outsider in 

the fransaskois group, the French Canadian group, and the English Canadian group 

because 1 am a Canadian of French background who was r a i d  in Saskatchewan as an 

anglophone. 

Many fiansaskois have French roots and were r a i d  in a fhcophone setting; 

however, many dso bave hcophone roots but were raiseci in an anglophone setting, 

perhaps because they did not live in an area where there was a strong fianwphone 

presence, or because discrimination led to the denial of their language and history, also 

experienced by rnany othen of differing Mcities. These supposed "inconsistencies" in 

identity (i.e., having a French background and not being able to speak French) are f à d a r  

to me and not uncornmon in the experience of beuig Canadian and k g  in Canada. The 

foliowing excerpt fiom the Acadian play, Lu Sagouine by Antonine Maillet, poignantly 

expresses the stmggle for identity of one Canadian woman f?om New Brunswick. In this 

scene, La Szgmine is relating an experience that she and her husband Gapi had when they 

were approached by census takers. She says: 



That ain't aU. Cause they got in their lists a question a lot tougher. Ah! 
there too, wen Gapi didn' lmow what to m e r .  Yer nationaiity, they ask you. 
CitUenship 'n nationality. Hard to say. 

.. . We live in America, but we aia't Americans. Nope, Arnericans, they 
woik idem factories in the States, and in sunmier, they corne around, visitin' OU 
beaches in their white trousers 'n speakin English. 'a the're rich, them Americatls, 
'n we ain't. Us, we iive in Canada so we figure we mus' be Canadians. 

. . . WeU, that ain't true either, cause the Dysarts, 'n the Carrolls, 'n the 
Jones, they just ain't iike us, and they also live in Caaada If the're Canadians. we 
sure can't be the same. Cause the're Englisb, 'n us, we're French. 

... Nope, we ain't mmpletely French, can't say that: the French foks is the 
folks â'm France, les Français de Fmce. 'n fer that matter, we're even l es  
Français de France than we're Americans. We're more Uce French Canadians, they 
told us. 

WeU, that ain't true either. French C d a n s  are those that live in Québec. 
They cd'em Canayens or Québécois. But how can we be Québécois ifwe ain't 
iivin in Québec? Fer the love of Christ, where do we live?" 

Some of the issues brought forth in this excerpt concern classincation and 

identification and questions of citizenship and naîionality. These are issues which resonate 

in my own Life and are pertinent in the dialogue of Canadian identity. These issues are 

important to fiancophone Canadians, and, as wiU be explored in the foiîowing chapters, 

aiso important to the Campagne f d y .  

70 Autonine M e t ,  La Sagouine, English translation (Toronto: Simon and Pierre Pubiishing Company, 
Ltd, 1979), pp. 164-165. 
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mapter Two: Repreisentations of the Stmy of the Campagne F m @  

In this chapter, 1 wiii disaiss issues in the Life histories of Suzanne, Paui, Annette, 

and Mchelle Campagaey the members of Hart-Rouge, as 1 iiielie their Me experience has 

influenced uieir music in mmy ways. As we& 1 think that the issues the Campagnes kced 

as a nrmily have become familx themes in the caner of the band Hart-Rouge. 

The title of this chapter-"Representations of the Story of the Campagne 

Familf-is signincant, not only because the chapter is my own interpretation of the story 

of the lives of the Campagne famiyy but also because the buik of the information with 

which 1 put this chapter together was obtained fiom other representations of the 

Campagne story, Le., the nIms Hart-Rouge: So M q  Miles and Wor& Between Us, Le 

coeur de dire, and excerpts fiom A&enne CImkrn ~resents." There are subtie 

ciifferences between the ways in which Hart-Rouge is represented in these three films. 

Hàrt-Rouge: So Mcmy Miles md Words Between Us, for example, endorses their use of 

both languages as an element of  the^ identities. A&em C/lark,soon Presents focuses 

primarily on --Rouge as a f d y  band, and presents their bilingual repertoire as 

problematic in that it mates an unclear image for the band. Le coeur de dire, although it 

uses much of the same material and format as Hart-Rouge: Sb M q  Miles ami Wor& 

Beiween Us, places more of a stress on the band's independence and on the economics of 

7 1 Hmt-Rouge: So M'Miles d Words Behveen Us and Le coeur de dire were h e d  in 
Saskatchewan, Quebec, and Europe before 1992 (when îhe fïlrns were released); while the footage for 
Adrienne Clarkson Presents was &ed in Saskatchewan in 1994. 



language choice. 1 have chosen to incorporate maay quotes directly from the videos in 

order to mate a text made up of many voices, and not just my own. 1 also rely on my 

inteMew with Emile Campagne. 

Both Ha-Rmge: So M i  Miles a d  W d  Between Us and Le cwur cde dire 

trace the growth of )fart-Roug-Eom their eariy performances making music as a fàmiiy 

at local foik festivals and on local television stations to theV subsequent move to Montreal 

in an attempt to fkther their music carm.  The paîhs of the Campagne family fiom 

France to Saskatchewan to Quebec are explored, gMng a sense of a search for identity. 

The excerpts from Adkienne Clarkson Presents deal with bilingualism, discrimination, the 

importance of culture, rural life on the praires, and musical style in a thematic, rather than 

chronological way, d e  the 0 t h  two films. 

On'gita ofthe Gunpagne Fami& 

The Campagne f d y  is originally fiom a community in northem France called 

Aire-sur-la-Lys. Their ancestors immigrated to Canada in 1905, rnoving to a farm near 

Willow Bunch, Saskatchewan. Mrs. Marguerite Campagne, the band memben' mother, 

was bom into the Giraudier familY,* who were also ffom the Wood Mountain area; 

however, the film documentaries ignore her for the most part. 

-- - - 

72 Centenaire de la pmoisse St. Ignace des saules (I87&l97O)/Centennial of Si. Ignace des ScIules 
Pmish, p. 65. 



In HQ~-Rouge: So M.y Miles and Wordr Between Us, the fàmily descriies a 

recent trip they took to Ftance to acplore their roots. Micheue speaks about meeting an 

old woman who remembers the day &eir ancestors lefk for Canada: 

The Campagnes were fiom northern France, a place called Aire-sur-la-Lys. We 
stiU have relatives there, and recently, we went over with our parents to see them. 
My dad was very excited to go see them and to go see the f h m  where his 
granHather grew up. We even met a 102-year-dd woman who remembers the &y 
that my great-grandfather left with his sons for Canada, and she talked about this 
auction that was held and how everyone was very sad to see them oEto Canada. 
(Hart Rouge: So Mmry Miles and Wordr Between Us, 0940)~ 

It is notable that the W y  met someone who still remernbers their ancestors in France, as 

the cultural rnetamorphoses the Campagne M y  went through and is stdi gouig through 

has occurred during the course of one woman's lifetirn-a phenornenon not unusual in 

the personal histories of many Canadians' especiaiiy those ftom the prairie provinces. 

The Campagne f d y  rernained in Wflow Bunch until the generation of Hart- 

Rouge. E d e ,  the band members' Mer, explains: 

My grandad came h m  France in 1905, and when he came here he was seventy 
years of age. He came in with the four boys. My dad took over the f m  aAer my 
grandad passed away, and 1 took it fiom him when he retired in 1947. (HR So 
Mony Miles ..., 0107) 

Although aU of the Campagne children have left the area where they grew up, they are 

very proud of their heritage, as Adrienne Clarkson states in the followhg excerpt: 

They make a point of telling people they're fkom Wdow Bunch because they are 
proud of their Western hcophone background. The fann where they grew up is 
quite isolateci, particularly d u ~ g  a prairie winter, but there was always lots of 
wannth and music in the Campagne home, which meant that in ail kinds of 

73 The counter numbers act as a referenœ to specific locations in the fiims. The machine used in this case 
was a Hitachi VHS HQ maiel. 



weather, fiends would make the trip out to the fàrm house to soak up some good 
feelings. The parents encouniged theh seven chüdren to value th& roots, insisthg 
on French king spoken in th& home and musicai evenings would always include 
French folk Song. (A&enne ChrKson Presents, 0011) 

As they were growing up, th& parents ( E d e  and Marguerite), were very conscientious 

about passing on the French Iariguage and traditions-which included folk songs-to the 

Campagne children. However, by the second half of the twentieth century, Waow Bunch 

had developed into a dominantly anglophone town, so it was a constant struggle to 

continue French traditions. 

K&ng the French Gdhre Albe in S(~sRafche~~an 

In the film documentaries, the Campagnes describe their fhther, Emile' as someone 

who fought very hard to keep the French language and traditions aiive in his family and 

community. When 1 conducted an interyiew with E d e  Campagne, he spoke extensively 

about assimilation and the efforts he has made and is still making to keep the French 

language alive in Waow Bunch. About the cornmunity he says: 

. . Here it's been a fight ail the way.. .French and Enash, especially with the school. 
The school we had.. .we were one of the first comrnunities.. . .I thUik the second 
community, to go for immersion in school, or 1 guess that would be in the system, 
and we had a whale of a fight because we were already leamhg two kinds of 
French here. We were leamhg core French and we were leaming L'AC.F.C. 
(L Xssociation cultureIIefrmcO-CCmQdlenne) French .... What we were notichg too 
was that the coming of television changed the whole perspective of the home itself. 
They got stuck to the TV there..t.hat's another way of assimilation. Before we got 
French TV, French radio was the same thing. We had French radio back in the 



1950s ... and that's good ... but we had English radio back in the 1920s .... Çmterview 
with Emile Campagne; tape 2, side B, counter nmber 567)" 

In Willow Bunch, E d e  Campagne was likely the citizen most dedicated to keeping 

French traditions alive. His cMdren, although they value their French language and culture 

now, did not always understand why their fbther fought so hard for th& heritage. 

The people in Wdow Bunch have always regarded my father as the fanatic' and 
you how, 1 don? Wre to hear him being regarded as such, but 1 know that he is. 
He always has been very adamant about speaking French, and to me growing up, 
y& he was a fanatic. (HR' Sb M i  Miles.. ., 1087) 

Emile Campagne felt strongly about, and fought for, the right to have French schools to 

the point where he was considered overzealous. Suranne says: 

He's still so involved in tryhg to maintain a French educational system in Wdow 
Bunch when nobody wants it. Let's be r d .  Nobody wants it anymore ... or very 
few people want it. (HR. So M i  Miles.. ., 1293) 

If tbis quote is indicative of the general feeling of h w p h o n e s  in Saskatchewan, it would 

seem that few people are still fighting to keep their culture alive, in terrns of the language 

at least. Suzanne seerns to think that keeping the French culture alive in Saskatchewan is a 

lost cause. Emile, howwer, is still very adamant. He says: 

1 would like every Canadian to be able to speak two or more languages. There's 
no reason why the Indian in his own rnajority shouldn't be able to l e m  his 
languges and his culture too, and you know when it came to the settlement of the 
country too, you had centres where ethnic groups got together. Well, they were of 
the same faith or the same language. And 1 don't see why we didn't encourage 
that. You know, you look at Yorkton, you have a preponderance of people of 

74 E d e  Campagne agreed to speak with me in English for the interview, as 1 was not completely 
cornfortable with my ability to speak in French at the tirne. 



Ukrainian descent-wonderful people. Why shouldn't they have learned their 
language at school? (MC 521 M i  Miles --., 1240) 

Perhaps the reason for Ede ' s  zeal lies in his own situation growiag up in Wdow Buncb 

where he was treated as a second-ciass citizen for speakhg French, even though the t o m  

itselfwas primarily fhncophone at that the .  He explains: 

We were put down a littie bit like the Métis was. We weren't d e d  'wonhless 
savages' as the Metis, but we were looked upon as saibbom, anti-Canadian people 
that don't want to assimilate and become the 'real guys'. (HR: Su M.y Miles. .., 
1298) 

This quote hdicates that, according to E d e ,  the general feeling was that it was 

wnsidered nationalistic and patriotic for Canadians to speak English. Mr. Campagne dso 

Outside of Queb ec... it's pretty hard to have the necessary rights to be whd you 
me. (my emphasis; HR: So M i  Miles ..., 1313) 

Marguerite Campagne commenteci on how dinicult it was to keep the French tradition in a 

primarily anglophone province. She stated that it would have been easier for her family 

had they just c b g e d  to English. That way, they may have been more accepteci by 

everyone in the wmmunity. (HR: So M i M i l e s  ..., 1212) 

The Campagne f d y  has obviously experienceû some discrimination and much 

opposition, especialiy in tenns of the education system. In his public He, Ede Campagne 

fought, and nill fights. for a French education system in Wdow Buncb, even though his 

daughter Swanne believes it is hopelers, accordhg to one interview. At home, however, 

the Campagnes were fiee to instiîi in their chiidren the dturai values they wished to 

perpetuate. 



Hart-Rouge sings in both English and French. Their bilingualism is a reflection of 

their eady experiences living in Saskatchewan, where they l m e d  the value of their 

French cuiture and language at home while k g  as anglophones in the larger context of 

theû comrnunîty. E d e  told me in an interview that he had a similar experience growing 

up which he passed on to his childrea He says: 

Dad sang folk songs, but they p d e ' s  parents] weren't particuiarly musical, 
and .... they didn't have degrees and dl that but they had a high degree of culture 
and education, and they both came f?m the old country so there was a similarity 
there. Being f?om the old country t w ,  they had probably more knowledge of 
culture, which helped too. The fact that the community here once upon a time in 
Wdow Bunch was ninety percent Frenc h... there were several elements that 
encouraged tbis wmmunity in French. ( i i t e ~ e w  with Ernile Campagne; tape ZY 
side B, counter number 348) 

As Emile's parents spoke French and sang French folk songs to thek children, he and 

Marguerite decided to do the same with th& -y. E d e  also says that his strong love 

of folklore inspireci him to teach his children songs so that they could shg together as a 

f d y  (HR: Su M'Miles.. ., 0 143). Marguerite, when asked for a comment on her 

husband's influence on the early music experience of her children, says, matter-of-factly, 

that the M y  "has always mg." She says that the children started out very Young with 

their father* who just had WC voice and the love of shghg and the love of music7' (HR: 

So M q  Miles. .. . , 0 136). In fact, every year at Christmas, E d e  sings "Minuit Chrétien" 

(a popular French carol) at the local Wdow Bunch Cathoiic church. 



Despite his efforts to promote music and culture in his -y, Ernile did not realize 

the extent to which his chüdren wouid eventuaüy trike the song that they learned at home, 

as he says in the foilowing quote: 

When we were teacbing our cbiidren about the French culture and h g  it at home 
here, and of course that involved the slliging, I never realized that one day they 
would go professional. (HR. So M i  Miles.. ., 0088) 

Growing up, Paul says that although it was dïfficult to get French albums in srnail 

town Saskatchewan, his father used to encourage hVn and his sisters to listen to singers 

such as Claude Léveiiiée and Nana Mouskouri. He goes on to say: 

.... He used to make an effort to get French albums and French music into the 
house because that was, it was very dinicult to do that, especiaily iiving in small 
town Saskatchewan, where it's ditficuit to gct albums, period, let done to get 
them in French. (HR: So MW Miles. .... , 0 1 6 1) 

Suzanne agrees, saying: 

Claude Léveillée for us was sort of a real legend. We grew up listening to his 
music as a compromise because my father wouid say, 'You can listen to your 
Beatles' stuff, and you u Iisten to all that ... shiff,  as long as you temper it with a 
littie bit of good French music,' and Claude Larefiée for us was somebody who 
was a littie bit ahead of his time, in ternis of arranghg. He also had beautifd 
melodies. (HE So Màny Miles. .. , 0466) 

Emiie also made a comment about the availabiiity of French recordings in Saskatchewan 

when 1 intewiewed him. He recognized how difncdt it was and still is to locate French 

language music in Western Canada, but when asked how he felt about the situation, he 

stated : 

It's understandable when very few people speak French or are of French culture, 
it's very hard for the fellow that sells records to get a stock and it stays on his 
hands. 1 don? thllik it's prejudice at ail; it's just business. (interview with E d e  
Campagne; tape 2, side B, wunter number 396) 



Emile and his children played and sang music together in their home fiom a very 

early age. niey began pdorming together in their community quite eady as weU, with a 

repertoire made up of traditional French folk songs such as "Monsieur le airé" and "A la 

claire fontaine." 

Folle Avoine 

In their earliest professionai days as a musical ensemble in the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  the 

Campagne f d y  perfomed as La famüle Campagne (the seven Campagne children and 

their fatber) at folk festivals, schools, concerts assemblies, conventions, variety nights, 

carnivals, and festivals across Saskatchewan and the other prairie provinces. For the füst 

several years, the Campagnes wncentrated on the Western Canadian market, with limiteci 

success. Emile Campagne also encouraged his children to be active in the community 

where they grew up. He said: . 

We were always encouraging the children in any project in t o m .  Here it was the 
idea too to keep our cultural identity, so we had to do it by song and by speakhg 
French at home. (HR: So Mrmy Miles. .. , 0330) 

The Cmpagnes eventually decided to expand their market and move to a larger, more 

central location-St.-Boniface, a suburb of Whpeg with a large fiamophone 

population. Annette, one of the band members, comrnents on Living in Western Canada 

and in WiUow Bunch, specifically: 

1 don? h o w  if1 couid go back to iive in Western Canada, in Wdow Bunch, 
Saskatchewan, partiy because if1 wanted to keep singing, I couldn't do it nom 
there. 1 couidn't live my language there anymore, because most of the French- 
speaking people t here, t hey 've lost their language, they 've been assimilat ed and 
they're, I wouldn't say that they're hostile towards French Canadians, but like I 



said, they just don? understand. They don? understand why a language wodd be 
so important to keep. 1 mean 1 wouldn't be able to speak with any of my 
generation in French. (BR So MW Miles.. . , 1223) 

With the move to Wuuupeg, around 1979, La f W e  Campagne decided to change 

their name and update their style. As Tolie Avoine," (meaning ' W d  oats" in English) 

more musical opportunities were open to the seven Campagne children. The group was 

made up of the Campagnes and sometlnes, outside musicians. As La famille Campagne, 

the Campagnes concentrateci on traditional French folk songs, but Folle Avoine added 

contemporary French Canadian folk music and üvely original compositions-sorne wrinen 

by the Campagnes thernselves-to their repertoire, sometimes even singing in English. 

Folle Avoine has performed across Canada, primarily in foik festivals. Between 

1980 and 1984, they performed at rnany music festvais in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and 

Ontario, including the Winnipeg Folk Festival, the Festival francoontarien in Ottawa, La 

fête fiaosaskoise in Saskatchewan, the Festival du voyageur in St.-Boniface, FoMorama in 

Winnipeg and the Regina Folk Festivai. In 1986, they p d o d  at the Festival acadien in 

Caraquet and the Festival sur mer in St. John, New Brunswick. They also did musical 

shows for francophone schools, such as the "Je l'avais sur la bout de la languefi Had It on 

the Tip of My Tongue" tour, in which the group perfomed an historical account of 

French-speaking Westerners to music, ushg a variety of percussion instruments. 

In 1983, Folle Avoine toured France with the Saskatchewan French folk dance 

troup, Les Danseurs de la Rivière Rouge. The two groups together were known as 

Fusion. In the spring of 1985, Folle Avoine released their first and only LP, Au rythme du 



cou~anf. It was CO-produced in Regina and Winnipeg with CBC Enterprises. The album 

was a vzuied musical offiring, includhg the single "Le grand jeu," a Song Ulspired by the 

story of Louis Riel. The music of Folle Avoine, in gened, is chanicterized by nch 

harmonies, varied musical arrangements, and the use of several different combinations of 

instruments, including guiiar' mandoiin, violul, flute, electric bass, piam, harmonica, 

spoons, feet, and various different instruments of 

In 1986. Folle Avoine completed another European tour, this t h e  penorming at 

venues in France, Belgium, England, Gerrnany' and the Canary Islands. After the tour, 

t h 9  spent a month in Vanwuver performing at Expo '86. 

Early in the Campagnes' musical careery music critics and joumalists began 

desaibing the music of Foiie Avoine as having a "naniral" sound. In an article in L %iu 

VNe, the Saskatchewan-based hcophone newspaper, Folle Avoine's music is described 

as sounding as natural and easy as breathing? A writer for the Winnipeg Free Press notes 

the changes he has seen in the Campagne family's style since the late 1970s: 

La famile Campagne has abandoned its grassroots, traditional presentation for a 
more contemporary style, which includes a cornmon designer costume .... The 
changes are most noticeable in the sextet's music. Folle Avoine's recently released 
single 'Le grand jeu' is a genuhe pop tune, recorded specifïcally to support the 
group's new image whiie in Europe .... Foile Avoine has been quietly moving away 
fiom folk music, which it found Iimiting. Its 1985 debut LP Au rythme dtc courrmi 

75 The iaformatioa in this section is from a publicity pamphlet for Foiie Avoine îhat was located in the 
band's archives. 
76 L 'Eâu V i e  (Regina, May 1980): "Chez ew, la masique semble etre quelque chose de congénital; chez 
eux, on chante comme on respire,.. Pas étonnant donc que Folie Avoine ait poussé, grandl et fleuri sur cet 
humus qu'il faut appeiier par son nom: le paoimoine culturel des francophones de l'Ouestn English 
translation: "With them, music çeems to be sometbing cangenital; for îhem, singing is like 
breathing. .. .It 's not amazing, then, that Folie Avoine has pushed on, grown, and flourished on tbat soit 
that bas to be called by name: the culturai hentage of the franaqhnes of the West" 



showed off the group's versatility with country-gospel, reggae, blues and folk 
numben but the group realized there was a need to become more musicdy 
foaised? 

Although this journalkt daims that Folle Avoine found folk music limiting and States that 

the group has been "quietiy" moving away f?om it, the article also emphasïzes a certain 

assumeci polarkation of identities, rather than a graduai alteration of style. Grassroots and 

traditionai are traits tbat are seen as inconsistent with a contemporary style. There is also 

an assumption that the group's previous album, with its country-gospel, reggae, blues, and 

foik is unfocused and somehow not as "genuine" as the pop music they had moved 

t owards. 

Folle Avoine's decision to m o d e  their repertoire &orn primarily traditionai French 

folk songs to a broader-based, biiinguai, poporiented repertoire is connected to artistic, 

economic, and political issues. The establishment of Folie Avoine initially had political 

overtones: the group wanted to penonn in French throughout Western Canada, 

promoting their culture and expressing their experience as hcophones living in the West. 

Artistidy, the traditionai French fok Song repertoire seemed the most appropriate 

vehicle for the group's goal. The foilowing quote is part of an interview Janice Lavaliée of 

the CattCICjlm Press did with Suzanne Campagne: 

Lead singer Suzanne Campagne said the group has also moved away &om making 
the politid statements that chcterized its earlier works .... 'The reason that I 
started to sing was not because of ny love for nusic but because it was a very 
easy way for me to give my opinions about what it was like being French Canadian 

77 Kevin Pmkosh, "Siicker Foile Avoine off to invade Europe," Winnipeg Free Press (March 29, 1986). 
N.B. The majority of the newspaper sources were obtained h m  cbliections of press clippings in Hart- 
Rouge's archives. Page numbers, exact dates, and sornetims newspaper m e s  are unavailable b u s e  
they were not recorded. 



eom the We st..... but now 1 would say we've corne to realize that just being up on 
stage is sort of a statement in itsetf ." 

Shce Folle Avoine's repertoire was traditionai French folk music, they were 

labeiied an 'ethnic' act and thus had restricted exposure and were in a srnalier market, 

economicaiiy. This hstrated the group politically as weil, because they reasoned that, 

since "French is supposeci to be one of the official languages of French music 

should not be caiied 'ethnic' (as the word 'ethnic' can imply a sense of being an 'outsider' 

or an 'other'). Econornicaiiy, the group decided that generating a larger audience was 

neces~ary~ so they decided to change their repertoire to appeal to more people. As a 

result, they opted to pursue a contemporaiy pop style. This move also had artistic benefits, 

as the Campagnes were given more room to display their talent and versatility with a more 

varied repertoire. As weli, the gmup took advantage of the chance to write and arrange 

more of their own compositions. Teny Shatner, fiom the Vancouver Sm, disaisses some 

of these issues in the following quote: 

The French-singing f d y  from Wdow Bunch, Saskatchew an... is working hard to 
erase the 'ethnic label'.. . . . Nowadays, the group is pursuhg a new image as a 
bhgual pop group ... . To avoid being caiied the cute French-singing 'Osmond 
Family kom Saskatchewan', the family act, ranging in age from 19 to 3 1, 
developed a more instrumental sound and started singing contemporary songs 
dealing with everyday Me. ... They have traveiied the folk festival circuit across 
Canada, but have yet to make a dent in the Quebec market.. ... 'Quebec is very 
protective of its artists and tends to keep its borders closed to outsiders,' Suzanne 
said ... Group members said that although th& concerts in Canada are enjoyed by 
Engiish and French Canadian aüke, Folie Avoine still has trouble being accepted by 
~ n ~ l o ~ h o n e s . ~  

78 Janice Lavallée for the Canadian Press (April3, 1986). 
79 Kevin Prokosh, "Slicker Foile Avoine off to imak Europe." 
80 Terry Shatner, "French chann Born Saskatchewan," Vmcower Sun (July 12, 1986). 



Shatner concludes by introducing yet another issue that the group has had to contend 

Ath-their bilingual repertoire. Foiie Avoine changed the style of music that they 

performed, but, aithough their repertoire had always been primarily French, they decided 

to continue including English pieces as weU. Ecoaomicdy, this was problematic because 

there is no officidy bilinguai market in North America in which the group wuld seli an 

EnglishFrench album. The French Canadian market, which is dominateci by Quebec, is not 

open to Engiish music and rarely welcomes artists fiom outside Quebec. The English 

market is similady closed to hcophone music. This problem has continued to plague the 

Campagnes M e r  in their careers. KeWi Prokosh comrnents on Foile Avoine's quandary: 

U m e  French singing star Daniel Lavoie, a hco-manitobain who left home to 
make his name as a Québécois perfonner, Folle Avoine wants to be lmown as 
French-speaking Western Canadi ans.... Folie Avoine has been tabbed as an ethnic 
act which has restncted its exposure. Campagne (Suzanne) cornplains there is too 
much ethnicity attached to French Canadian music. '1 guess it's the only way to 
seil it but it's discouraging for people who have a place here where French is 
supposai to be one of the official languages of canada'." 

The above quote reiterates the negative eEect of the 'ethnic' label which in fact, takes on 

racist tones in the way that it emphasizes the othemess of those labelieû and implies that 

they are outsiders to contemporary culture. 

Prokosh continues his article by explainhg that part of Folle Avoine's style will not 

be deliberately altered-their trademark a q I l a  harmonies: 

While what they sing has evolvd in a new direction, how they sing will not. Their 
trademark a c a p I I a s  and h o n i e s  will remain. In fact, Folle Avoine would iike 

8 1 Kevin Prokosh, "Slicker Folle Avoine off to invade Europe." 



to lead a revival of respect for the human voice. Says Suzanne, 'It would be 
wonderfùi ifwe were known for putting the voice back up on the pedestal'.n 

The repertoire was not the only major change for Folle Avoine in the mid 1980s. It 

became increasingiy difficult for the seven sibiings to remain together as a group as they 

grew older and pursueci separate goals. Carnien Campagne was the first of the &ers to 

step d o m  from the group. She says: 

1 was the £kst to lave in '86 because 1 was pregnant and it was going to be a year 
of touring for Folie Avoine. It was aw M... it was just the worst.. . .weii, 1 don? 
h o w  if it was the worst year of my We. ... but it was very tough and 1 felt reaiiy 
very very alone because 1 knew that they were al1 together and that 1 wasn't part 
of the group anymore. (A&enne Chkson Presents, 0277) 

Eventualiy, Aline and Solange Campagne also left the group. The remaining sibhgs- 

Suzanne, Annette, Paul and Micheii-were left to decide whether or not they wanted to 

conthe making music together. There were initial doubts, as Michelle explains: 

When the three other sisters le& 1 p e r s o d y  didn't think that it was going to 
continue. For me, Folie Avoine, and music, for me was the seven of us and I really 
didn't envision at ali going on with the 'bare bones' four of us. 1 was reaily 
devastated when the whole thing happeneci because it wasn't only a group 
breaking up, it was a farnily breaking up. (Adrienne Ckizrhon Presents, 0228) 

The four remaining Campagne sibhgs did decide to venture out on their own. They 

formed a new group and narned themselves Hart-Rouge. 

82 K e v h  Prokosh, "Slicker Folle Avoine off to iwade Europe." 



Hart-Rouge was officidy f o d  in October of 1986 in Winnipeg. The group 

continuecf to sing primarily conternponüy pop music, as Folle Avoine had, but with the 

new name, they were fiee to create a new Mage for themselves, rather than being 

associated with Folle Avoine. They aiso intended to keep their bihgual repertoire, but 

avoid the marketing problems they had in Canada by concentrathg on the French market. 

Morley Walker wmments on the new group : 

Known for five years as Folle Avoine, the francophone pop group changed its 
name last fd to Hart-Rouge after two of its six members, A h e  and Solange, 
decided the perfonning Me wasn't for them .... (Suuuiae) 'Hart-Rouge has a better 
bilingual sound to it ' . ...Hart- Rouge would rather crack France, with its huge 
population, than la belie province." 

Since the band members had gained a great deal of expenence arranging, orchestrating, 

and performing f?om their part work, they hoped that as Hart-Rouge, their repertoire 

would include a large percentage of original material. The foiiowhg excerpt, based on an 

interview with Suzanne, describes this: 

Suzanne says, as Foiie Avoine, they sang mainly French folk songs and were 
known as a folk band .... As Hart-Rouge, their songs have become more dynarnic 
and popsriented, refiecting some of the growth and dwelopment band members 
themeIves have experienced. .... 'la the past we did a lot of old French songs, with 
modem arrangements. But 1 think we needed to be heard more', Suzanne says. 'So 
we decided we wanted to do more of our original material'." 

In 1987, Hart-Rouge released the single "Double Take" with the flip side "Je peux 

plus te supporter." These songs reflected the band's new pop style, as do their singles 

-- - - - - - 

83 Morley Waker, "Band plots conques2 of France," Winnipeg Free Press (June 3, 1987). 
84 "Song h m  the Hart: Winnipeg French group off to Europe," Montreal Gazette (August 12, 1987). 



released in 1988 by Trafic Records, "On s'aime (mais pas complètement)" and "The Heart 

of the Matter." By this the ,  --Rouge had secureci the seMces of Roland S t ~ g e r ,  also 

a native of Saskatchewan, as their manager. Praiiously, the business end of the 

Campagnes' music career had been handled canially by th& mother, Marguerite. Their 

father, E d e ,  acted as a sort of "artistic director." In a group inteniew, the band describes 

theu parents: 

Suzanne: Our father is the type of guy that's a real philosopher-dreamer and he 
sort of me, plucks these ideas out of the clouds and says, 'We should do this.' Our 
mother is the one who does. .. . . (they al2 nad) 

Annette: ... .does the ground work-. . 

Paul: ... to make sure it happens. (Adkienne Clmkson Presents, 0574) 

Their present agent, Roland Stringer, is fmdiar with the whole family. This is what he has 

to say about Mrs. Campagne: 

Their mother is the one who kind of gave them a good kick in the butt and made 
them go up there and sing and look good .... and she was their nrst manager. You 
how, in W... sometimes when 1 see her 1 still kind of feel like I'm reporthg to 
her. (Aaeme CIurhon Presenfi, 0577) 

Soon after the formation of Hart-Rouge, the group received several recoràing 

grants and a record deal. As well as having a new manager, they had also securecl the help 

of scme outside musicians. Mitch Potter explains: 

In a matter of months, the newly-named Hart-Rouge soared with a succession of 
breaks, involving seemingiy countless recordhg grants and prizes and a bona-fide 
record deai (they signed to Montreal's T d c  label, owned by Manitoba-born 
Daniel Lavoie and distributed by CBS records) .... (Suzanne) 'Ity s tough, because 
the people who've tned recording in both languages have faiied. But we write in 
both, we don't translate one to the d e r .  1 think the point is to show what we can 
do live to prove ourselves' .... The current tour feahres the supplementary 
senrices of guitarist J. Knutson, fomerly the driving force of Vancouver celtic-folk 



group Spirit of the West until he met and fell in love with the youngest Campagne, 
Michelle, at the Wimiipeg Folk Festival. .. . Having twice toured Europe and in the 
midst of planning a third, extendeci visit this summer, Hart-Rouge has secured fiil- 
time manager Roland Strings to blaze new markets for the group's upcoming 
vinyl re1e;ises." 

As the previous quote mentions, Hart-Rouge planneci a European tour early in 

their career. Having been there twice as Folle Avoine, ii was naturd for them to continue 

their connection to the European market. In 1987, Hart-Rouge did a swnmer tour 

consisting of penofmances in Canada, the United States, and Europe. They began in 

Winnipeg, then moved to Gravelbourg, the Alberta North County Fair, the Asia Pacific 

Folk Festival in Vancouver, the festival hco-ontarien in Onawa, Quebec City, the 

Louisiana Festivd international de la musique, the FestivaI de Nantes in France, Sables 

d'olome in France, France's largest song festival-Francofolies-held in Larochelle, 

Bordeaux, Nce, Saskatchewan's fête hnsaskoise, a concert in Regina with Giass Tiger 

and Red Rider, and the SOPOT popular song festival in Poland, where Hart-Rouge 

received the Sponsor's Special Prke for the best song at the festival. 

In 1988, the group decided to move to Montreal, despite some criticism f?om 

Western Canadian hcophones for tuming th& backs on their culhue. Emile and 

Marguerite, the parents of the band members, were disappointeci to see their chiidren 

move so far away from Saskatchewan, as Ernile says in the foliowing excerpt: 

When they lefl for Montreal, 1 could see that they were going hrther away, and 
that aspect of it I....was saddened a little bit. But 1 can see the reason why they are 
doing it. There are more opportunities in Montreal. (HR: So Mony Miles.. . , O3 69) 

85 Mitch Potter, "FoIkies have a change of 'Hart'," Winnipg Free Press (1987). 



Although the move to Montreal may seem to signify the band's break with thek bilingud 

work and an attempt to concentrate solely on their French materid, Hart-Rouge continued 

to sing in both French and English. This perpetuated some of the categorization problems 

of the group's audience. as the next quote explains: 

It's getting harder all the time to classify bands by the type of music they play. 
Hart-Rouge is d e d  a rock band by their own manager, but they can also drop 
their instruments and knock you over with their four unaccompanied voices. 
They're hardy what you'd cal1 a traditional rock group ..... You mean they perform 
equaliy well to both French and English rock audiences? Right! Which makes them 
a hit werywhere they go, but so fw7 no one's figureci out how to handle their 
double identity. 'Everyone wants a part of us, but they're not sure what to do with 
the rest', smiles Suzanne .... 'We never leamed to depend on hometown support. 
Whiie every d s t  should have it, it's not a complete disadvantage when you 
don't .... One of the reasons we're able to generate so much energy on stage is that 
we're di so dserent. Paul is serene, Annette is raw power, Michelie is sensuous, 
and 1 keep us moving ahead' .... As for their dual identity' the Campagnes have 
found a way to be tme to it. Not by sitting on the fente' but by regularly jumping 
over it.'6 

Hari-Rouge's debut album is a self-titied bilingual album that was released in 1988. 

Hart-Rouge's second album., entitied Inconditiormeel, is a French album that was released 

in 199 1. The 199 1 album was a great success, especially notable because it gained the 

group acceptance in Quebec. The following quote explains: 

Hart-Rouge is busier than it's wer been, fiequently appearing on TV in la belle 
province and becoming a regular fircture on the music scene there.. . . Earlier this 
year, 'Inconditionnel', the title track from its second recording, was named one of 
Quebec radio's 10 most requested radio songs of 199 1, one of three Hart-Rouge 
tunes to hit the Top 5 that year.. . . 'And yet', says singerkeyboardist Michelle 
Campagne, 'in some ways the group is no more at home in Quebec than it was 
during several years spent in WYuiipeg. ... . We don't really fit in anywhere.. . . . We're 
accepted in Montreal, but are still considered outsiders.. . . . We have a little bit of an 
accent, and at first they thought we were anglophones. 1 don't know how 

86 P m  Tougas, "Double Entente," Midcontinentaf (Winnipeg: Oaober 1988). 



Saskatchewan can be exotic, but it's tme-there's a little bit of mystery to us' ...... 
it's less of a leap for the group to put out an Engiish recording ..... than a native 
Quebecer fie, say. Cehe Dion ..... 'It was a bold political move for her'. 
Campagne said. 'A lot of people took it to mean that she was leaving them. But, if 
anything, we're being tmer to ourselves. We corne fkom an anglophone world- 
it's part of us'." 

Just previous to the great success of the InconcJJtionnel album, Hart-Rouge won 

the attention of some Quebec artists. The group was invited to collaborate on the Long 

C-er album with Daniel Lavoie, an album with Claude Leveillée, and a project with 

Gaston Mandeville. Hart-Rouge also provided back-up vocals for Robert Charlebois' 

Immensément and felow Saskatchmanian, Connie Kaidor's Gentle of Heart. Also, the 

band is involved as writers, singers, musicians, and producen for their sister Carmen 

Campagne's children's albums, which have been highly successfiil throughout Canada. 

As well as the honors mentioned in the quote on the previous page, the 1991 

album's title track won a SOCAN P N e  and "C'est eue" (another single) was in fkst place 

on Quebec's charts for five weeks in the f d  of 1991. The video for "C'est elle" is 

composed of clips fiom Hart-Rouge's tour of Estonia, where they took part in the Rock 

S u m e r  Festival in the city of Tallin. 

In 1992, the video documentaries Hart-Rouge: So Mrmy Miles and Words 

Between Us and Coeur de dire were released. The fïimmakers won a silver medal at the 

Houston International Film Festival for the films. Finally, they released a third album called 

Le h i e r  mois & Z'mnée, which features French Christmas songs. 

- 
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After recording one bilinguai album and two albums with oniy French music, Hart- 

Rouge decided it was time to produce an ail-English album. Blue Blue Windows was 

released in 1993 and has met with lLnited success, accordhg to a short conversation 1 had 

with their agent. Because Hart-Rouge had been concentrathg on the French market and 

succeeding, they hadn't built up their English audience, and as a result, when the English 

album was released, they were virtually unknown in the anglophone market. Despite the 

economic pitfalls of trying to compte in two different markets, Hart-Rouge considers it 

important to continue recording in both languages because it reflects who îhey are. 

Brendan Keiiy states: 

.. . .they7ve always written in both of Canada's official languages. .. .. 'I don? write 
lyrics in French', Michelle says. '1 just write in English. For me, it's a whole other 
thing doing an English album because 1 had a lot more creative input, whereas, on 
the French records, I just write music'." 

Hart-Rouge recorded their English album at a thne when other francophone 

singers, like Celine Dion and Roch Voisine were also recording in English, so it was not 

an unusual move. However, &er Blue Blue Windows, Hart-Rouge decided to produce an 

aü-French album called Lafabrique, which was released in 1994. W~th this a fifth album, 

Hart-Rouge quit the Trafic Record label to mate its own- "Folie Avoine"-to take its 

destiny into its own hands. For distribution, the group signed with ~ u s i c o r . ~ ~  

88 Brendan Kelly, "English album is a nahual for Hart-Rouge." Montreut Gazette (ûctober 16, 1993). 
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M e r  the release of Hart-Rouge's f 3 h  album, they t o d  extensively throughout 

the United States, appearing at such places as the North Easîers Presenters Conference in 

Baltimore aud Arts Mid-West in Kaasas City. It was during this tour tbat the Campagnes 

received the inspiration for their next musical project. Ailen Howie explains, detaiiïng their 

'official American concert debut': 

Rocking much harder than the 'folk pop' label would suggest, th& sound was at 
once tough and pretty, recabg the best of feilow Canadian Robbie Robertson's 
moody, melodic rock.. . . . Stylistically, Hart-Rouge bows no bounds, wandering 
&om lilting country bdads to storrny funk and bracing rock without missing a 
beat. .. . And those voices. Each rnember of the group has a voice that can cany a 
song by itseK Put thern together, and they circle one another in a mg, 
melodic dance that cm leave the listener breatbiess .... The second set built on the 
fht, with a few more French-langage numbers and a helping hand fiom Keith 
Hunter and the Witness for Christ Choir, a fitting way to round out an especiaily 
heavenly performance.90 

While touring the United States, not only was Hart-Rouge concentrathg more on 

th& anglophone audience, but they were paired together ia performance with a gospel 

choir fiom Kentucb. The results were so favorable that the group decided to collaborate 

with Keith Hunter and his choir for their next album, Bomoir @ébeZ1- Hart-Rouge's 

sixth album was recorded Live in July 1995 at the Quebec City Summer Festival. This 

album contains English and French songs, which was a r e m  to an original ide- of the 

group-they had not released a bilingual dbum since their est one in 1988. An article in 

The Sherbrooke T h e  describes the new recording: 

90 Allen Howie, "Hart-Rouge in concert last night," Kenfucky Courier (Louisville, N m b e r  19, 1994). 
91 Some readen may interpret the album title, Bonsoir Québec, as a statement that Nart-Rouge is moving 
away h m  its Quebec audience. Instead, 1 suggest that the titie was chosen because the hrst sound heard 
on the aibum is Keith Hunter (recurded live) shouting out "Bonsoir Quebec!" at the beginning of his 
performance with his Kenîucky choir and Hart-Rouge at a music festival in Quebec. 



The EnglishlFrench album offers songs rmghg fiom gospel to pop-rock, nom 
traditionai to contemporary.. . ... As for Kentucky's Keith Hunter and the Winiess 
for Christ Choir ... 'They're American, they're Blacic, they're Anglophone, and 
they're Baptist. We found ourselves moved by th& culture' (Suzanne) . .. . The 
resuit: an unbelievable mix with such songs tike the weii-known Québécois 
composition by Fiori-Séguin, 'Ça fait du bien', originals by Mr. Hunter and by 
&utRouge, and the wonderfiil 'Réveille' by Z a c w  Richard, not to mention Bob 
Dy1 an's ' Sign on the Wmcfow' [which Hart-Rouge introduced to the choir]. . . .. 92 

With the Bonsoir Québec album, Hart-Rouge has redirected their energies towards 

a more eclectic style, using Werent languages and a m i m e  of dtures to make their 

music. In ternis of their fùture plans, it is not possible to predict what type of project they 

will undertake next . 

Each Member's Rule 

W1thin the group, each member of Hart-Rouge has a dserent role to play. 

Together, the Campagnes have moved towards creating their own original songs with 

input f?om each mernber. Suzanne, the main 1yricist of the four, comments on the 

importance of writing her own texts after being hstrated by the limitations put on her 

songs by outside forces: 

It has become most important, no matter what, for me to write my own songs. So 
much of what 1 sang was controiled.. .so the only way I could do what 1 wanted 
was to mate .... to write my own lyrics. (transIation of quote fiom Le cwur de 
d'ire, 0010) 

92 Rachel Lussiet, T u e  Independence" (translateci h m  a French article), The Sherbrooke Tribune 
(ûecember 6, 1995). 



Out of the four members of Hart-Rouge, Suzanne is by far the most active lyricist. She has 

taken a role in writing a large portion of the text for Hart-Rouge's material, whether on 

her own or in wllaboration with her brother and sisters or another lyricist. 

Each of the four members of Hat-Rouge b ~ g s  something ~ ~ e a t  to th& music. 

Suzanne, in an interview in CZik: Jeune etjFmc0-0n1anen, says that Michelle brings a jazz 

influence to the group, Annette &es more of a rock influence, while Suzanne likes songs 

that convey an ambiance of emotion, and Paul is the group's most important technician: 

Je pense qu'au départ, la variété sur notre album, c'est plutôt des influences 
musicales. Je remarque que dans le cas de Michelle, par exemple, ce sont des 
accords plus jazz, des mgernents plus compliqués, rythmés. Annette est plus 
celle qui pense rock, mais qui a des influences très folk aussi. Moi, je préfee les 
chansons d'ambiance qui vont te permettre d'der chercher un sentiment qui tu 
n'arriveras pas à W e .  Et Paul, c'est notre technicien, il donne beaucoup dans le 
folk. Mais. .... le mot clé, c'est le 

There are misunderstandings within the group, as weii as without, so compromise 

has become a key concept in the working relationship between the members of Hart- 

Rouge. As the previous quote explains, each person brings something different to the 

music, and often, each song is "adopted" by one of the group because of a speciai 

connection, whether that person is the lyricist, composer, lead vocalist, or he or she just 

likes something about the piece. Suzanne and Paul explore this issue in an inte~ew: 

93 Claude CouiUard, Wart-Rouge: Authentique, sans prétension," C I k  Jeune etfimtcbontarien 
(Septernber 1990, Volume 4, Nurnber 19): "1 think tbat, at the start, the variety on our album, it was 
rather the musical influences. 1 mean, in this case, take Micheiie for example, she was more into the jazz 
WIes, some more cumpticated arrangements, rhyhns. Annette is more someone who thinlcs rock, but 
who has some foik influences also. Me, 1 prefer songs with ambiance that WU aiiow you to find a 
sentiment not written in the iyrics. And Paul, he's our technician, he @es a lot in the folk styfes. 
Bu t.... the key word, it's compromise." 



'It's quite dernomtic', says brother Paul. 'There's always a consensus in terms of 
whether a song is moving in the nght direction or not. Usually a song is one 
person's baby even though we ail work on if so that person has a bit more say. 
The original writer ultimately has the veto even though we negotiate a lot' ..... 'The 
toughest ones are the a cappella songs', adds Suzanne, 'because they can go 
anywhere and each of us has our owa vision. We s l m d  a lot of doors when we 
were recording 'Helpless' [the Neil Young classic included on the Blue Blue 
W i h s  album]. It was two immense days and then we didn't see each other for a 
week But when we did come back to the studio, we decided, Hqr, it sounds pretty 
good'.H 

On the four albums used as a research base, there are 43 songs, 27 with French 

lyrics, 13 with English lyrics, and 3 with a mixture of Engiish and French iyrics. These 

bilingual songs are especially interesting. The first one, r)ouble Take," is included on the 

1988 album, dong with six French cuts and two English. "Double Take," with lyrics by 

Hart-Rouge's manager Roland Stringer, is actudy not only the tide, but also the oniy 

nomFrench phnise in the entire song. It is not meant to be an English phrase, however, as 

"double" is pronounced in the French way- "doobl." "Take" is pronounced in the regular 

Engtish fashion, so the phrase "double take" is really a bilingual play on the pronunciation 

of English and French. The b h g u a l  song fiom the 1993 album (which is Hart-Rouge's 

ail-English album except a few phrases fiom this song) is cded '9'm a Dream," written by 

Sharon Ryan, JemgPierre Bonin, and Mane Phiiippe. This song gives the listener the 

impression that the singer is r e f d g  to memories of the past. Four French phrases are 

intersperd throughout the song. These phnises are Sung quietly, sounding as if they 

come from the background, which could be thought of creating an ambiance of "long ago 

94 Chnstopher Jones, "Mwing in on the English market," SOCAN Probe (December 1993). 



and far away." F i y ,  on the 1994 album (which is ais0 exclusively French apart fiom 

sections of this particular song), Hart-Rouge includes James Taylor's "La fàbnque," which 

is an English song that has been translatai into French, except for the h t  verse and the 

finai r e m  which have been left in English 

As mentioned earlier, Suzanne is the most prolinc Iyricist of Hart-Rouge. From the 

previously deheated repertoire, Suzanne has written 23 of the 43 songs, either alone or 

with othen. The most fruitfÙI lyric partnership Suzanne has experienced has ben with 

feliow writer, Bemard Bocquel. m e r  song lyrics on the four albums have been credited 

to Annette, Michelie, Roland Stringer @art-Rouge's manager), Christine Angot, Claude 

Léveillée, Sharon Ryan, Jean-Pieme Bonin, Marie Philippe, Alison Mayer, Pete Glenister, 

William Topley, Mark Cawley, Biii Baker, Véronique Sanson, James Taylor, and Neil 

Young (aiI are fhncophone andior anglophone Song writers). 

It is interesthg to note that of Hart-Rouge's French repertoire (27 songs), only 3 

of these songs were not m e n  ( i u d i n g  both text and music) by Hart-Rouge (one on 

each of their 1988, 199 1, and 1994 albums); whereas of the English repertoire (1 3 songs), 

4 songs were not written by Hart-Rouge (d were on the 1993 album); and of the bilingual 

songs (3 songs), 2 were not written by rnembers of Hart-Rouge (one on the 1993 album 

and one on the 1994 albwn). This tiformation implies that the Campagnes are more likely 

to write and perform in French. This rnay be nothing more than a result of their decision to 

move to a primarily francophone milieu-Quebec-to further their careers. 



In cornparison to the Iyricists, a hazier pichire resulted when 1 researched the 

composers for Hart-Rouge's music. Much of the music for the group's repertoire is 

composed by aU four of the members or a combination of two or three of them, sometimes 

with the conûiiution of outside composers. Annette has written the music for many of the 

songs on her own, but she has also coUaborated with, besides her brother and sisters, J. 

Knutson, Dan Donahue, and André Lambert. Michele has composed music for some 

songs by herse& but she has also wliaborated with (besides Annette, Pad, and Suzanne) 

J. Knutson Cguitarist fonnerly with Spirit of the West), Norman Dugas, Dan Donahue, and 

André Lambert. Paul has one Song f?om the albums to bis credit alone, as weil as 

partnerships with his sisters, J. Knutson, and Dan Donahue. Suzanne has wmposed music 

with her brother and sisters J. Knutson, Dan Donahue, and André Lambert. Composers 

who have written music performed by Hart-Rouge without any collaboration from the 

rnembers are Norman Dugas, Connie Kaldor, Daniel Lavoie, Claude Léveillée, Marie 

Philippe, Aüson Mayer, Pete Glenister, William Topley, Mark Cawley, Bill Baker, Neil 

Young, James Taylor, and Véronique Sanson. 

In order to better understand how Hart-Rouge fùnctions as a group, 1 will briefly 

summarize the role of each of the members. Suzanne, Paul, Annette, and Michelle sing in 

al1 of the songs, whether three of them are singing backup and one is singing lead or ail 

four are singing in a choral style. Apart kom that, Suzanne's role is quite clearly the 

lyricist and generdy, the leader in performance (whether or not she is singing lead 

vocals). As previously stated, she has written the lyrics for many of Hart-Rouge's songs, 



in both English and French, whether on her own or with other lyricists. Sometimes, she 

has wilaborated with others to write the music as weil. She sings lead vocais for some of 

the songs, but she does not play any instruments on any of the recordings. 

Paul has a very lllnited role in terms of writing lyrics and music-he has written 

music for a few of the pieces, usually in collaboration with his sisters. However, he is very 

active in perfomiing on musical instruments and singing. He has played the bass guitar for 

many of the recordings, as well, he has programrned the percussion, played acoustic guitar 

and, on occasion, played the keyboards. 

ûf the four members, Annette has probably the most diverse role. She has &en 

lyrics and music for some of the songs, usuaiiy wllaborating with the other mernbers or 

outside artists. She sings lead vocals on some of the tracks and she plays acoustic guitar 

and mandolin for some of the songs. 

MîcheIie is most active in writing music for the group, oflen in collaboration with 

other artists. She has written or co-written lyrics for a few of the songs. She o h  plays 

keyboards, which include synthesizer, piano, Hammond B3 organ, and accordion, as well 

ss singing Iead vocais and occasionally playing acoustic or electric guitar. 

This chapter provides histories on severai different levels and the introduction of 

issues in the lives of the Campagnes. The music of the Campagne family bas shifted and 

changed direction in similar ways to that of French popular music in Canada. La famille 

Campagne began with a wel1-known French fok song repertoire and, as Folle Avoine, 



began altering their repertoire according to artistic, economic, and politicai concem. As 

Hart-Rouge, the Campagnes continue to change their repertoire for similar reasons. 

However, the most recent work, B o d r  Quékc, is very simiIar to the Campagnes' 

earliest music in that both English and French repertoke is used, including some folk song. 

This rnay be indicative of a rehirn to the group's original ideas. In other aspects, such as 

the great diversity of musical style and the use of a choir (fiom the American soutb, no 

less), the aiburn is quite different fiom anything they have ever done. In the foflowing two 

chapters, 1 will explore m e r  and in more depth the connections between Hart-Rouge's 

music, their lives, and their identities. 



Chapter Three: Hart-Rouge's Repettoirt+Frmch or English ? 

Emile C m p g n e :  "Longuage is nice but i f 's a h  a handicap. .'"' 

In this chapter and the foliowing, 1 will examine two aspects of Hart-Rouge's 

music and how they are connected to the band's life histories, their experience as 

musicians, and their identities. In order to do thiq 1 have chosen two issues that are 

repeateâiy diwxissed in the documentary film material. The first is the issue of which 

language to sing in. Hart-Rouge bas consistently chosen to sing in French and Engiish, but 

this choice has had its advantages and disadvantages. 

This chapter begins as an exploration of how Hart-Rouge makes use of English 

and French in their music. As the rnembers of Hart-Rouge grew up speaking French and 

English (French in the home, English at school), it became second nature to thern to 

communicate in two different languages, and they carriecl this skiU over into their art by 

perfonning in both English and French. 

Hart-Rouge's experience using two different languages throughout their career has 

borne mixed results. For acample, although their £kt album included both French and 

Engiish materiai, in the second, third, and fourth albums they separated their French and 

English matenal so that each album they released would be geared diedy towards either 

95 This quote is h m  an interview 1 did with E d e  Campagne in JuIy of 1994. The quote is located on 
tape 2, side B. at counter number 479. 



the French or the English market. This decision to separate theV material changed Hart- 

Rouge's biguai image somewhat (i. e., hcophone audiences rnay not be aware of their 

English material, and anglophone audiences rnay not be aware of their French material)? 

Their onginai image of behg a bilingual group shifted because of their need to gear their 

work towards specinc markets to be successfiil in the music business. For various reasons, 

which may include econornic, artistic, and political factors, Hart-Rouge uses language to 

present themselves in dinerent ways to the public. 

For research purposes, 1 have made use of four of Hart-Rouge's albums-Hart- 

Rouge (1 988). Incondirionne1 (1 99 1), Blue Hue W i h s  (1 993). and La fabrique 

(1994). 1 did not use the Christmas album, Le &mier mois & 2 ' m é e  (1992), because, 

being a seasonai collection, the repertoire does not reflect Hart-Rouge's usuai materiai. 1 

did not use the 1995 album, Bonsoir Québec, due to its late release in relation to my 

research? As well, I have omitted any coiiaborative efforts with other artists, such as 

Claude LéveiUée's album Enfin Revivre! (1995), for which Hart Rouge arranged and sang 

the backup vocals. 

% 1 say this because the availabiiity of Hart-Rouge's material varies depending updn geographicai 
location. I could not find any of their French aibums in any m r d  store in Saskatoon (and this is probably 
tme throughout Saskatchewan, except for the specialty French book and music store in Gravebourg, 
BouQuindrie Gravel), although tbeir English dtnim, Blue Blue Windows, was in most stores. This is a 
similar situation to other bilingual artists, such as Celine Dion and Roch Voisine. Their English material 
is reaw available in Saskatchewan, but the French material is not. The situation is not quite so bleak in 
Ontario, but it is still quite difncult to find Hart-Rouge's French albums, even in Toronto. 
97 Hart-Rouge, Harî-Rouge (Trafic, 1988). 
Inconditionnel (Trafic, 199 1).  
Le dernier mois de I 'onnée flrafïc, 1992). 
Blue Blue Windows (FoUe Avoine Music, 1993). 
La fabrique (Folie Avoine Music, 1994). 
Bonsoir QuPbec (FoUe Avoine Music, 1995). 



In this chapter, I do not intend to study the use of the languages in the sense of 

semantics, pronunciations, and so forth, but more g e n d y ,  1 intend to explore 

correlations such as those between Hart-Rouge's choice of English or French and their Iife 

histories, language barriers, the problem of king rnisunderstood, and different ways in 

which the group has aîtempted to resolve that problem 

Growing Up wiîh French and Englisii 

1 will fht review what has been said by members of Hait-Rouge about 

communication in French and Engiish in the documentaries and inte~ews. Each of the 

documentaries stresses that the Campagne f b d y  made a point of speaking in French at 

home, wen though many of the people in thek traditionally h w p h o n e  town-Wdow 

Bunch-had previousiy opted to switch to English In Hmt-Rouge: So Many Miles and 

Words Beiween Us, E d e  Campagne comrnents on how important it is to hixn to keep the 

French culture dive in his famiy: 

We can say that many fàcets of our culture a n  be integrated Uito one English 
language. You can lem how to make galoushkas in English too, but there's more 
than that. There's the sou1 of a country, there's philosophy and the way of looking 
at tbings that you can't change into another language. It's really hard to put 
Shakespeare into French or to put Bossuet into English .... because some of it is 
lost . (HR: Sb Many Miles. .. , 1098) 

Marguerite Campagne, the mother, commenteci on how dZtïcult is was for her f d y  to 

hold on to their French language: 

It's been very hard to hold on to the French tradition. It would have been so much 
easier for us, and so much easier for Our children to say, like rnany others, 'We'ii 
just change to English and iive Our life and rnaybe be more accepted by everyone'." 
(HR: So MW Miles. .., 1040) 



Annette made a similar comment in the same film: 

WeU, French is my first language, but it was ratha diicult to keep my language in 
a place where most people were En@ speaking. (ML. Sb Many Miles. .. ,O0 12) 

The Campagne fiimily always chose to speak French at home, and each mernber of 
4 

the f d y  considered being fluent in both French and English quite important, in spite of 

the fact that many mernbers of th& wmmumty in Saskatchewan had adopted Engüsh as 

their first language. In the segment of Acoienne Clarkson Presenis aired on Febmary 15, 

1995, Suzanne and Annette wmmented on their ongoing stniggie, within themselves and 

fkom outside pressures, with choosing a language in which to express themselves: 

Suzanne: We refer to ourselves often as schizophrenics. 

Annette: We've always had to defend ourselves a Iittle bit. .. .defend the fact that we 
wanted to speak in French. We always spoke in French in the home, with our 

parents ... and when we went to school it was always English with the fnends, so 
that's where I guess the schizophrenic cornes âom. 1 don't consider that we sing 
either in French or in English. 1 jua consider that we do music and it doesn't really 
matter what language we're singing in It's just a part of us .... a part of who we are. 
(Adifenne CIarbn  Presents, O 148) 

Although chooshg to speak French with each other, it was naîural for the 

Campagnes to speak-and sing--in French md English in order to intenia with people in 

the communities around them, whether it be their t o m  of Wdow Bunch, the province of 

Saskatchewan, the country, or even intemationaily. As Annette said in the previous quote, 

she just considers that she makes music and is not wncemed with what language she's 

shging in. This is perhaps because, nom an early age, the Campagne chiidren were taught 

to sing in both French and English, not necessarily thlliking that there should be any 

segregation of the two repertoires. Emile Campagne, their father, spoke in Hmi Rouge: 



Sb M i  Miles and Wor& B e ~ e e n  Us about the experience of singing in English in their 

community of Wdow Bunch: 

When it came to sùighg in our comm~îy we did a lot ofit in English too. 1 
remember Paul singing 'Thank God i'm a Country Boy', and he did it pretty good. 
And 1 rnyselfperformed and once sang a song with a Scottish accent. That wasn't 
easy, but 1 did it, and even the Scottish people there reaily told me that 1 had done 
a good job. So there wasn't exclusively French because there's such Iovely folkiore 
in English as well as French. Udortunately, 1 didn't leam it-the English fokiore, 
but folkiore.. . .that 's the sou1 of culture. (HE So MW Miles.. . , 020 1) 

As a stnrggiing professional singing group, Hart-Rouge encountered problems 

with their choice to sing in both English and French. Adneme Clarkson descibed Hart- 

Rouge in this way: 

Hart-Rouge performs songs in both languages, equally cornfortable singing in 
French in Calgary and English in Chicoutimi. But at tirnes their image suffers fiom 
the perception that they are too English for Quebec and too French for the rest of 
the country. (Adrienne Chkson Presen&, O 01 2 1) 

Hart-Rouge's original choice to sing in both French and Engiish (although French has 

always dominated their repertoire) was perhaps to alieviate the problem of being 

misunderstood, partly due to a possible language banier between the group and their 

audiences. They can communicate easily with both their French and Engiish listeners, but 

with either language, the potential of being misunderstood is present. Suzanne, the most 

prolific lyricist of the four, addressed the problem of not being understood when she was 

1 write a lot about the difnculty in communication ... the pain of; 1 think, being 
rnisunderstood, the pain of having something to say, but because you're saying it in 
a different way, it 's not understood. (HR: Su M q  Miles.. . ,003 1) 



In an interview for L 'Actualité7 she speaks M e r  about dinicuity in cornmuIlication and 

the arnbiguity of her lyrics. Suzanne says that she tries to mate something poetic and 

convey emotion in her text, so that a Mener must feel the motions before he or she 

understands the message. She states: 

'Beaucoup de nos chansons parlent de la difnailté de communiquer. On a parfois 
critiqué nos textes, mais je soutiens qu'il y a un charme dans I'ambiguité des 
paroles. C'est plus près de la poésie, ça te demande de ressentir avant de 
comprendre'. . . . Les fàns d'Hart-Rouge estiment qu'une de ses harmonies vaut 
d e  mots .... chantant I'amour, la compréhension, la liberté. On est fort, mais on 
n'est pas dur. On n'est pas des rebelles, pas des inteliectuels. Tout ce qu'on veut, 
c'est transmettre une émotion." 

Difnculty in communication and the pain of being misunderstood are themes that can 

easily be identifieci in Suzanne's lyrics. In fact, most of Hart-Rouge' s songs can be classed 

under the general heading of "relationship/comm~cation problems" of some kind. The 

English song 'Wt and km,'' âom Hart-Rouge's first album, Hart Rouge (1988), contains 

several references to communication problems in relationships. Some excerptsg9 fiom the 

text are as foliows: 

1 ask rnyself 
Why 1 put up with it al 
That mean streak 
That stone cold wall 
You're so nice 
When you feel that you've won 
You think it's your tum 

- 

98 Geneviève Picard, "'La Couleur de l'Oust," in: L Xctrralilé (November 15, 1992)- Tradation into 
English: "'Mq of our songs talk about difEiculty in commuaication. Sometimes, our lyrics get criticized, 
but 1 still tbink that there is a charm in the ambiguity ofwords. It's more like poetry, it asks you to feel 
More understanding' ,.... EW-Rouge fans estimate one of their harmonies to be worth a thousand 
words .....singing about love, understanding, and fieedom. They're strong, but not hard. They're not 
rebels, nor inteIlecnrals. AU they want is to express emotioa" 
99 Lyrics for this Song were taken h m  liner notes for Hart-Rouge's fmt album, Hart-Rouge (1988). 



To jua hit and nui 

You play the one word game 
In a one way lane 
The only way you see it 
Is d g h t  ahead 
You play the one word game 
In a one way lane 
The only time you stop 
1s when the lights turn red 

1 ask myself 
Why 1 just wuld not see 
Your cray notion 
ûfwhat fnends should be 
Accusations to the third degree 
And ail in the name of honesty 

You play the one word game.. . 

*Lyrics for "Et and Run" by Suzanne Campagne. Music by Dan Donahue, Annette, Micheiie, Paul, and 
S m m e  Campagne. 

Phrases in this son& such as %at mean streak," "stone cold wali," playing ''the 

one word game," "craty notion of what fnends should be," and "accusations to the third 

degree ...ail in the name of honesty" refer to communication problems. Also, the terms "hit 

and run" and "one way lane," when considered as part of the metaphor cornparhg the 

relationship to a trafnc situation, indicate a type of misunderstanding and lack of 

communication. 



The French son& "C'est fini," eorn Hart-Rouge's 199 1 aibum, Incondi'tionnel, 

also refers to problems in cornniunication, ultirnately because it is about the breakup of a 

reiationship. ~ x c e q t s ' ~ ~  with translation (in italics) are as follows: 

Ça sufiit, j'ai tout compris ?%ut 's enmgh, 1 lundstad everyihing 
Je viens d'apprendre que tu me médis I'm beginnzng to see ihatyou 're 

sbdèring me 
Et tes mots tendres, je m'en méfie A n d y w  tender won&, I don 't fnrst 

t h  

Tant pis c'est fini 
Ça &lit, tu m'ennuies 

Attention, tu vas trop loin 
Je reste fkoide devant ton dédain 
Et tes conseils, j'en ai plus besoin 

Tm bad, it 's mer 
T h t  's enmgh, ynu 're bothering me 

Wdch art, you 're going ioo fm 
I mn cold in the face of y w  &&in 
Andymr advice, 1 don 't need it 0tymore 

*Lyrics for 'C'est finin by Suzanne Campagne. Music by Michelle, Siinnne, Annette, and Paul 
Campagne. 

In this song, referaces to slander, mistrust, coldness, and refùsing someone's 

advice are signals of serious communication problems. The theme of anger in a breakup is 

common to "Hît and Run" and "C'est fini," but the foiiowing song rweals more of a sad 

feeling in reference to misunderstanding and lack of communication. 

100 French Iyrics for this song were taken h m  liner notes for Hart-Rouge's 199 1 album, Inconditionnel. 
The English Iyrics are my translation. 



"Le coeur de dire" is another Song fiom the IncondltiomeZ album. Rderences in 

this song pertaining to communication diilicuities include fear to say certain things, 'kraii 

of silence," and faiiure to listen. The tex?'' foilows, dong with a translation (m itaiics): 

Encore une nuit devant le miroir 
Avec des pensées qui toummt eu noir 
Ma vie me glisse des mains 
I'ai peur de dire 
Les bras qui me manquent 
Sont les tiens 

Contre le mur de ton silence 
L'écho de mes cris résonne 
Mais toi quand tu n'entends rien 
Tu coupes les ailes 
De ce qui vole en moi le plus haut 

Mais si j'avais pas peur de dire 
Que c'est toi que je veux 
Toi que je respire 
Et si j'avais le coeur de dire 
Tous tes mots 
Tous les cris de tendresse 
Que j' ai dû retenir 
J' ai peur de dire 

Comme je voudrais raconter 
La beile histoire au parnim d'été 

Mes yeux retrouvent leur éclat 
Quand je m'imagine 
A l'abri de tes bras 

Amther nighr in front of the mirrur 
Mth rhorghts tM ttml h k  
M ~ J  Ive sIipsfrom my han& 
I'm #oid to 9 
The anns fhat I miss 
Are purs 

Ag- the wuI2 of your silence 
n e  echo of my cries resonates 
But you. when yotr don 't Iisten 
Y m  clip the wings 
michfly me the highesr 

But ifl weren 't ofraid to say 
~ i f ' s y o u  tht lwont 
You thcrt 1 brealhe 
And ifl M the h e m  to say 
AII the wor& 
AI1 the cries of tendemess 
ï k t  1 M to hold bac& 
i'm 4fraid to sqy 

As 1 w d  like fo tell 
ïke  beaunful story of the pei-fume of 

Sumer 
M y  eyes regain their shine 
When I imagine myself 
In the refuge of your m s  

*Lyrics for "Le caeur de diren by Suzanne Campagne and Bemard Bocquel. Music by Daniel Lavoie. 

10 1 French tyrics for this çong were taken fiom liner notes for Hart-Rouge's Inconditionnel album (199 1). 
The Engish iyrics are my translation. 



"Rhythm of Your H m "  fiom Hart-Rouge's all-Eaglish album BIue BIue 

Windows (1993), is a reWntten or dtered version of"Rhythm of My Song," a primarily 

English song with some French phrases interspersed throughout. Suzanne spoke about 

"Rhythm of My Song," which is not on any of Hart-Rouge's four albums, but is on the 

vide0 Hm-Rouge: Sb Mmiy Miles cmd Wor& Between Us. She said: 

'Rhythm of My Song' was really an attempt to be understood ... to be understood 
by people who didn't necessarily understand the words I was saying, but was 
trying to get to the hart of things. It was an attempt to say to an audience, 
whether they be a French-speaking audience who are listening to Engiish ... to our 
English mate&. ..or an English-speaking audience who are listeniDg tu our French 
material, that we've got to be, even though there are a million miles between us 
and there are a million words between us, can't we go beyond these borders, can7t 
you see in our eyes what we're trying to say? That was what 'Rhythm of My 
Song' was about. (HR: So M q  Miles.. .. , 1 184) 

"Rhythm of My Song'' and "Rhythm of Your Heart" have nearly identical music 

and the two songs share the key phrase, "There's silence and a million words between us." 

The general theme of both songs is misunderstanding and barriers between people. 

~xcer~t s '*~  fiom the text of each song is as follows. A vase of 'ahythm of My Song" is 

iined up with a verse of "Rhythm of Your Heart" that shares the same music: 

102 The lyrics for "Rliythm of Your He& were taken h m  the liner notes of Hart-Rouge's aibum BIue 
Blue Windows (1 993). 1 ûaoscn'bed the iyrics for URhy&hm of My Song" f h m  the film Hm-Rouge: Sb 
Many Miles cmd Words Between Us. 



There's silence 
And a million words between us 
There's m e h g  
That you can't understand 
What right do you have 
To tell me that I'm wrong 
Untii you move 
To the rhythm of my song 

''Rhythm of Your Heartn 

Weli, there's silence 
And a million words between us 
And a part of you 
That 1 can't understand 
SomethiDg in my heart t e h g  me 
That's dl part of the plan 
Something t e h g  me 
That you understand 

Too msny rivers nemr make it to the sea 
Too many lovers never meant to be 
Somethiog in my heart teilhg me 
That's part of the plan 
Something telling me 
That you understand 

Lyrics for Tthythm of Your Heartn and "Rhythm of M y  Song" by Suzanne Campagne. Music by J. 
Knutsoa, h e t î e ,  Pa& Suzanne, aad Micheik Campagne. 

Finaily, f?om Hart-Rouge's most recent aiLFrench dbum, La fabrique (1994), the 

song ''Pyramide" is fidl of ideas of misunderstanding and problems in communication. 

''Pyramide" is concerneci with isolation, as can be seen in phrases such as "so much space, 

so much emptiness," "silent lying," "dariiig heartiessaess," 'khy 1 search for a sou1 there, 

where all ranains cold," "alone in your pyramid house," and "drown all your weaknesses, 

ail your promises." The following lyks and included translation (in itali~s)'~~ are 

- 

103 French lyrics for this çong were taken h m  liner notes for Hart-Rrmge's album Lu fabrique (1994). 
The English iyrics are my translation. 



excerpted fkom the song "Pyramide": 

Tu vis dans une maison pyramide 
Fenêtre en triangle de lumière 
Ouverte 
Comme un appel au ciel 
Rayon mystère 
Entre le coeur et la tene 

Perdu dans ta maison pyramide 
Tant d'espace tant de vide 
Tout ce monde fiévreux qui s'adule 
Ces histoires sombres qui basculent 
Vers des rêves impossibles 

You Iive in apyrmid house 
TrangIe windaws of Iighf 
QW 
Like a c d  to the sRy 
Mysterims b e m  
Between the heari and the e d  

Lart in your pyramid house 
Sb much p c e ,  so much emptiness 
Ali the worId fmerishly rrdores 
The &rk m e s  that faII over 
Around impssibIe dkeams 

Décidément menteur silencieux Certain& dent  &mg 
Décidément sans-coeur audacieux Cemini) &ng heattiessness 
Pourquoi je cherche une âme Why I se& for a sarl 
Là où tout reste &oid ïhere where a22 is cold 

Seul dans ta maison pyramide 
Mur de verre face a la mer 
Entends-tu la marée 
Noyer 
Toutes tes faiblesses 
Toutes tes promesses 
De grand large oublié 

Alone in y m  pyramid harse 
WuII of gIms fucing to the sea 
You listen to the ti& 
D r m  
Al2 your weakneses 
A II ymr promises 
Tall wide forgotten 

*Lyrics for ''Pyramide" by Si~anne Campagne and Bernard Bocquel, Music by Micheiie Campagne. 

The difnculty in communication and the pain of being misunderstood is a common 

theme in much of Hart-Rouge's music on many different levels. In some songs, the lyrics 

themselves express this idea; whereas, in Hart-Rouge's repertoire as a whole, their 

manipulation of language is an attempt to overcome their own di8ticulty in communicating 

to their chosen audience through their music. 



French a d o r  Englkh? 

Choosing to perfonn in English or in French, or in both languages, has advantages 

and disadvantages. For Hart-Rouge, being actively biiinguai in p d o r m c e  means that 

audiences do not b w  how to define the group's identity. Rachel Lussier explains: 

They've b part of the musicai scenery for the past ten years and have just 
released their sixth album. Yet, they are stiU asked by radio why they sing in 
French .... 'Because our first lmguage is French!' responded Paul Campagne. He 
and his sisters quit many moons ago waiting for others ta define their identity, 
whüe admitting that th& public image isn't easy to grasp .... 'Being marginal isn't a 
problem for us. We just go fornard, doing what we like to' .... '1 guess i fs  called 
seKrespect', says Suzanne, who CO-produced with her brother the album Bonsoir 
Québec, a chapter in the odyssey with an Amencan choir they consider to be 
magid. '04 

Hart-Rouge chose to sing in both languages origuially not ody as a resdt of their 

upbringing-they used French and English in their everyday lives, so it was naturd to 

cany that over to thek music-but also because it gave them an opportunity to reach 

more people and hock  down the language barrier. Paul says that he prefers to be able to 

sing in both languages in the foilowing quote: 

If you' re singing in French you have a diEerent outlook, a dSerent Mew. It's a 
different feeling than ifyou're singing in English. I have a totaily different, well it's 
a totaily different emotion, but it's a different perspective when you're singing in 
English than in French. 1 lke both. 1 like singing in both because you've got an 
even larger base to express yourself. (HR: So M i  Miles.. . ,O5  1 1) 

Paul expresses his idea of having a different outlook in different languages again in the 

104 Rachel Lussier, True Independence." 



When it cornes to singing.. .in whatever languageEnghsh or French4 think you 
just have to put yourseifin a certain mode for whichever language you're singing 
in. (HR: So Mmry Miles. .. ,002 1) 

E d e  said, in a quote included e a r k  in the chapter, that the sou1 of a country, the 

philosophy and way of looking at things cannot be changed into another language. He 

claimed that something is lost in translation. Paul h a  the same sentiments. The Campagne 

family, h ahg  grown up with French and English, have experienced the 'feeling' of 

communication and music in both languages and they choose to sing songs in French and 

English because both languages are part of them 

There are disadvantages to choosing to use both French and English in the 

recording industrystry Probably the most obvious disadvantage is that the indusüy is set up 

with several markets, and French and English material fit into different markets. As a 

result, artists who choose to record in both languages have to try to sel1 in two separate 

markets at once, instead of putting all their energies towards one market. In the following 

translation of a quote âom the f .  Le coeur & dire, Paul says that communication is a 

little easier for him in French and he feels more at ease conducting business in French. 

Despite that, Hart-Rouge has both the English and the French markets to contend with: 

HaWig a job in French, that was normal. 1 feel more at ease in the business and 
besides, 1 think when you speak of different markets ... the English market- 
Canadian, Amencan-versus the French marketaebec,  France. ..for me, 1 was 
more at ease ... despite the fact i didn't h t e  much of the lyrics ... 1 &te a Little of 
the music ... communication is a Me bit easier in French. (translation of quote ftom 
Le c m  de dire, 0606) 



When 1 asked Emile to speak about Hart-Rouge's attempt at using both French 

and English in their music and the changes in the French Canadian culture brought on by 

the fiutIier assimilation ofEngüsh into everyday Wk, he said the foiiowing: 

Ernile: ... it's mostiy Amaicaa Arnericans are the epicentre of the world's English 
culture. It may alter a We bit but you'd have to keep and use both languages, 
maybe. Like Folle Avoine or Hart-Rouge...they've got an English album but it 
hasn't had too much succes, but 1 think they're going to try again. 

Interviewer: Have they had much suecess with their French albums? 

E d e :  Ys, they have. They're more known in Quebec.. .. . Had Hart-Rouge Sung 
exclusively in English probably they'd be betta hown in English Canada. So 
there's ahvays a price to pay if you make a choice. But we have no regrets and .... 1 
wouldn't have encourageci hem really to choose that. (interview with Emile 
Campagne, tape 2, side B, counter n u m k  427) 

As Emile said, there is always a price to pay ifyou make a choice. Had Hart-Rouge sung 

exclusively in French or English, they would not ody be reaching fewer people, but they 

may not be doing what was tme to their life scpcrience Çi. e., bekg active in both French 

and Engiish). However, since they have decided to sing in both languages (although 

compromising somewhat by segregating the different repertoires on Werent albums), they 

are perhaps facing limited success in some areas of th& career, such as in the English 

market, as Emile stated. 

This chapter has been a discussion of how the aspect of lmguage has played a part 

in the music of Hart-Rouge and is connecteci to their life histories and their identities. 

Shging in both French and English m e  to Hart-Rouge through their life histories. It had 

an effkct on their music careers when it caused-r resolved-problems with language 



barriers and being misunderstood. 1 wiil continue an exploration of the group's fùnctioning 

in the foiIowing chapter by discussing how the four mernbers work together as a unit, 

creating their own unique style. 



Chapter Fouc Style and Hart-Rouge's Use of Breath 

Neil Bissoo&h: "Culture mtrst be measured in its rninuliae. 
The v e v  breath of a people musi be appreciuted .. ~9105 

When discussing style, the members of Hart-Rouge invariably speak of the 

prominent vocal quality of their songs, the blending of their voices as a result of singing 

together since childhood, the inauence of folk music, the chansonnier style, blues, jan, 

and the prominent breathy quality of their music. The most popular and somewhat 

intriguing topic discussed in the film doaimentaries, in particular Hart-Rouge: So Mmry 

Miles and Words Between Us, is the aspect of the use ofthe breath to mate a unique 

vocal timbre in Hart-Rouge's music. Though this feature of their music is fascinating in 

itself as an aspect of style, the Campagnes thernselves have made a comection, in the 

films, between their history together as a musical f d y  growing up on the prairie a i  the 

open, breathy, whispering quality of their songs. 

In order to explain the concept of the breathy style, 1 have included an audio 

cassette of taped examples f?om Hart-Rouge's repertoire. 1 will refer to this later in the 

chapter. This resource material may be found in the Ethnolab at the Department of Music 

(Room 029, Wmters College, York University), collection number 66. I w i l  refer to this 

audio tape later in the chapter. 



TolRng About Style 

nie members of Hart-Rouge often refer to their backgrounds-their childhood, 

early famiy musical experieace, and the place where they grew up-when r e f d g  to 

their musical style. Quite simply, Annette says: "Our music is a blend of our roots and 

what we're living now" (ML. So Mimy Miles. .., 0096). The members of Hart-Rouge 

believe their life experience has played and still plays a big part in the music that they 

make. Suzanne talks about the music that she and her brother and sisters listened to whiie 

they were growing up: 

Our music is really a fusion of so many styles, all the styles that we listeneci to as 
we were growing up. I'd say a fision of the Motown stuff that we listened to, the 
French chansonnier style, the Québécois. . . M g  to sound American yet still 
respecthg the French chansonnier style, a bit of blues, jazz. .. . .but 1 think what 
reaiiy ties it ail together is that emphasis, the strong emphasis on the vocals, on the 
amuiging of the vocals, on the feeling of what four voices together can give. (HR: 
So M i  Miles. .., 0534) 

Suzanne's comment explains that rnany Merent influences have affecteci Hart-Rouge. It 

seems a h  that prominent vocals are more central to t h w  style uian any other quality. 

Hart-Rouge generaily does their own arranging, and when the Campagnes 

performed more traditional French folk songs together as La famille Campagne and Folle 

Avoine they sometirnes changed songs to add their own personal touch. At La fëte 

fiansaskoiçe (1994) in Wiiiow Bunch, Hart-Rouge performed together with their other 

three sisters and their parents, singing, arnong other standards from their La famille 

Campagne and Folle Avoine days, the folk Song "A la claire fontaine." The family used a 

melody that varieû greatly fkom the traditional melody, and 1 have concluded that, since no 



well-known sources include the Campagnes' melody in their repertoires, it is either a very 

rare rendition of the folk song, or the Campagnes altered t on their own. 

1 have included a transcription of the melody that the Campagnes sang at the 

festival, as weil as a traascription of the traditional m e ~ o d ~ , ' ~ ~  lined up beneath it: 

Hart-Rouge's arrangements of cover versions of songs are quite interesting. The 

most strücing example is Neil Young's 'Welpless" on the Blue Blue Wind0w.s (1993) 

106 From Les 100 plus belles chansons. 



album. The Crosby, Stillq Nash, and Young version of ~ e l ~ l e s s " ' ~ ~  feahires Young 

singhg the lead vocals with bachp singing by Crosby, Stills, and Nash A guitar is being 

played, which not only provides the hannonic base, but @es the song a steady, although 

lethargic, pulse. "Helpless" is characterized by repetition, especially in the re* in which 

very little is altered at each repetition. Hart-Rouge's version of Welpless" (fiom Blue 

Blue Windows, 1993-the titie is actually taken ftom the phnise %lue blue windows" in 

Young's song) is a cappella, which removes the rhythmic element of the guitar and allows 

for a more elastic rendition. Hart-Rouge has given the mng a jazz choir type of treatment, 

with sliding hannonies throughout. At the begjnning, the group sings in a fairy straight 

fashion and does vesy little differentiy fkom CSNY (other than the exclusion of guitar) but 

at each repetition of the refrain, they add something or make an alteration so that by the 

last refrain, the shging has climaxed to a gospel-type strah. 

The fa& h t  Hart-Rouge is a famiiy band is a major factor in their sound, as the 

members have been singing together for their entire iives, givhg them a more intimate 

performing relationship with each other than another non-My band might have. 

Adrieme Clarkson had a comment on families that make music together: 

Farnily bands tend to have starteci out early in We, so music is second nahue to 
rhem, and they are adortable on stage. It gives them an aura of warrnth and 
intirnacy. (Adkienne Clarkson Prese-, 0009) 

This wamth and intimacy that a f d y  band conveys was mentioned by Micheile later in 

the same doaimentary: 

107 Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young, So Far (Ailantic, 1974). 



There's a wamth within the family members that attracts people and 1 think that 
going to one of our shows, you get the f&g of that 'complicité' between 
brothers and sisters. (Adiienne ClarRson Presents, 0259) 

Apart fiom the warm and intimate atmosphere created by a M y  band, the fact of singing 

together since &y childhood lends itseif to a stroq blending of voices. Michelle says: 

1 think the fâct that we blend, our voices blend together so well is not only the 
genetics, it's mostly just the fhct that we've beem singing together for so long. In a 
way, when we started singing together, our voices were stiU developing and 1 think 
that in a way, the frequencies that are miss&, let's say in Annette or Suzanne's 
voice, I'U automatically h d  in mine ... (Aaenne CImRon Presents, 0478) 

Hart-Rouge's ability to blend so well together and their ability to lmow each 

other's voices has been exemplifieci in their singing for other artists. Paul relates a story 

that illustrates this point: 

We were once singing backup for somme else's album and so we're ali four 
around one microphone and we have our headphones on and we're aU 
singïng .... we're all6guMg out the parts that we're supposeci to do but we're not 
teiling each other. Tt's sort of like eye contact ... . .and 1 can remember looking at the 
producer and the artist and they were both looking at each other and saying, 'How 
do they know what they're doing?' ...... and it just sort of came together and for us 
it's just kind of like .... it's just natural. We sort of know where werybdy's voice 
goes and we just kind of blend t in so in that sense there is definitely that contact, 
that unspoken thing. (Aaenne Ckiukson Presenb, 0467) 

The intimate knowkdge the Campagne brother and sisters have of each other's musical 

sense has W e d  Hart-Rouge themselves, not ody the audiences for which they perfom. 

Annette has spoken a few times in the 6i-m domentaries about how important the 

intimacy of her famiiy is to her. She says: 

There are things that 1 understand in my sisters and my brother that cm't redy be 
explaineci. 1 mean there's reaiiy a deep, something very, very deep that happens 
when we sing together and 1 don't think 1 want to do anything else. (HR: So M q  
Miles. .., 0597) 



It was always so naturaI for us to sing. It was, I mean, when the seven 
voi ces... when our m e n  voices ...because we have three other sisters, and my father 
too.. ..when we would sing together, it would dways be such a naturai thing.. .such 
an instinctive thing. It was magical ..A is stili magical when we're able to sing 
because it seems like it's one voice, ofteatimes....and it's something îhat 1 know 
17U nwer be able to find with anybody else. (Aah'enne Cbkson Presents, 0005) 

The Campagnes grew up together with the same musical experience, resulting in the 

profound closeness expressed in the previous quotes. They would a h  contend that m g  

on a f m  iduenced them in theù music making. E d e  talks about how living in an 

isolated cornrnunity helped his children to l e m  to work together: 

1 think the fact that we were îiving on the fann too .. .there was more isolation and I 
think the children leamed to live among themselves and work themselves more 
together.. .Every t h e  we petformeci, we seemed to d e  a hit, and that kind of 
helps, because encouragement is the greatest thing you can give anybody in any 
situation. (HR: So M q  Miles.. . , 0 1 74) 

Besides helping the Campagne f d y  to Ieam to live, worlg and make music together, the 

fann also gave the children a special way of üfe and a unique perspective on the land and 

their surroundings. Annette considers the farming lifestyle so important to her upbringing 

that she says the land itselfwas part of her culture: 

My father has a great afhîty with his land ... we hed off the land, and the land was 
as important as our laquage and our culture ... 1 mean the land was part of our 
culture. (HR: So Mmry Miles. .., 0122) 

Paul has similar sentiments about the way of life on a f m .  Although he never reaüzed his 

childhood expectation of becoming a fmer ,  he notes that the countryside stili has speciai 

significance to him. He says: 



1 always thought that 1 would do that (becorne a fmmer) ).....ifs something that's in 
me, living in the wuntryside, whether it's in country Saskatchewan or whether it's 
£ifky kilometres out of Montreal. (italics mine; HR: So M i  Miles-.. , 0288) 

Michelle aiso had a strong connection to the Campagne fàrm. She describes her feelings 

about &st leavhg the f m  to move Vit0 the town of Wdow Bunch: 

It was great to grow up on the fium. I didn't want to l ave  the fm. 1 remember 
when my parents told me that, 'Well, we're moving to town because for you it's 
better for school.' My sister Annette and 1 just went up to the haylofi with all Our 
cats and dogs, because that's what we used to do. We used to take a rope and with 
a box we used to b ~ g  them up there and we just cried because we thought, 'How 
can they bring us to tom? We love the fans and we don? want to move'. (HR: 
So Mm>y Miles, 0972) 

Aithough 1 do not intend to argue for a comection between musical style and 

WestyIe or geographical surroundings 1 cannot ignore the cornments by the band mernben 

tiernselves, attributing their style of music to the prairies, where they grew up. In the 

foliowing quote, Suzanne hints at a sort of geographical factor that has contributed to the 

shaping of her family and theu music: 

It may be the country, it may be the space where we grew up, it rnay be where my 
parents corne £tom, but there's just something that permeates generation aller 
generation and 1 6x1 that our music ... that's what t sounds like. (Aaenne 
Clarkson Presents, 0403) 

Roland Stnnger, Hart-Rouge's manager, commented on how the group's music seems to 

give an aura of the prairies. He states: 

We do a lot of TV work in Quebec and 1 always find it so interestkg to see how, 
when the band walks in and they're aimost unknown and then slowly, over a haif 
an how or so, there's this chemistry and then everyone just seerns to be back on 
the farm in Wdlow Bunch. (Adnenne Cbkson Presenfs, 0264) 



Stringer talks about a "chemistxf' that inspires a feeling of the fm and the prairie, while 

the members of Hart-Rouge often refer to an opmess or a light or a way of breathing 

that the prairie has inspired in them. Amette speaks of the openness of the prairie giving 

their music a h g ,  breathing @ty. She states: 

1 think that living in Western Canada really infiuenced our music very much. Living 
on the fiun, there was this kind of openness. People in Quebec say that our music 
breathes a lot, and 1 thiak that it's because we wuld see very far. We could see all 
the horizons and we could feel the wind. (HR: Su M'+ Miles ... ,0404) 

Paul attributes this spacious, open air quality to the iight of the plains: 

There's sometbing about the prairies that you always miss and 1 think what it is is 
the light ... the light and the space, you never seem to h d  that in other places. You 
always take the elements that you grew up with and incorporate them in your 
songs. We've often had people tell us that, 'There seems to be a space with your 
songs ...' and for some reason they feel that in the song itseK 1 guess it's jus  the 
way we .... the voices and the way it works but they say they men feel that in the 
songs. (Adfenne CIarhon Presents, 0396) 

Another Western Canadian francophone who moved to Quebec to become a 

musician is Daniel Lavoie, who has been ünked with Hart-Rouge, professionally and by 

music critics. Lavoie, a fonner Manitoban, acknowledges the Sunilarities by saying: 

There are a lot of points where 1 could say we resemble each other but 1 suspect 
that just this fa* of leaving a srnall prairie t o m  and trying to make it in the big city 
puts us in the same club .... Being fiom a small town, you have that much more 
need to prove to the others, the big city people, that you can do it, and rnaybe that 
little inferiority complex kicks us in the ass and gets us working, 1 suspect that 
probably Hart-Rouge and 1 had a bit of that. (HR: So Mmy Miles. .. ,0483) 

As well as working with Daniel Lavoie, Hart-Rouge worked with Claude Léveillée on his 

revival album Enfin Revivre!. Léveillée has talked about the living, breathing quality of the 

group's music. In a translation from French to English subtitles in the film, Léveiliée says: 



It's in the way they breathe .... the special souad Hart-Rouge breathes into their 
music. It r d y  signifies 'He' itseK (HR' So Many Miles.. . ,0428) 

Suuuine reidorces the idea o f  this 'special sound' that they breathe into th& music. She 

says : 

People think that it's strictly the harmonies, but ifs actually the breathing way and 
the breath that you take with each word that 1 think we're more together on. 
(Aaenne CImkron Presents, û464) 

When Iistening to Hart-Rouge, their unique sound does stand out, and oftentimes, 

as is mentioned in the films, the harmonies are credited. The hannonies are notable, as 

sometimes the group employs only two parts, a fifth apart. This adds to the open, spacious 

feeling of the music; however, the way Hart-Rouge breathes and uses their breath is a 

more prominent feature of their sound. Annette dso talks about the opemess of the prairie 

and says that their music is the soul of where she grew up. She says: 

Hart-Rouge is the sou1 of this place ... it's the soul of where we grew up. 1 dways 
thought 1 was the luciciest person to be able to grow up in such an openness, in 
such a vastness. I've never been in a place where you can feel so small and yet so 
big at the sarne tirne. (Adkieme CImkson Presen~, 039 1) 

The foliowing comment by Claude Léveillée about Hart-Rouge's sound being unique from 

anyone else's in Quebec or France lends credence to the idea that perhaps their style was 

iduenced by their childhood on the prairies. In a translation fiom French to Engùsh 

subtitles, Léveillée states: 

There's no one in Quebec or in France that has that sound. Hart-Rouge is unique 
and that's because their sound has not been created. It cornes fiom within, it's 
something that has been a part o f  them since they were very small. (HR: So M q  
Miles.. . , 0462) 



Hart-Rouge's style has been greaîiy iaaumced by their childhood, eariy musical 

acperience, and the rurai life on the prairies where they grew up. Their long history 

making music together (since they were children) means that musidy, they know each 

0th- exfremeiy weil. They are fimiliar with each person's vocal range and personal 

singing style because they have sung together for severai years and they have the same 

musical past and similar aaining. The fict that they grew up on a fiYm helped the 

Campagnes leam to work together because they were used to king isolated out in the 

country. As weii, they adopted a more active relationship towards the land than perhaps an 

urban fbdy would have, as it was part of their rural culture. The Campagnes thernselves 

suggest that the open, spacious quality of the prairies translates into their music as a 

breathy, whispering quality. 

Using the Breafh 

The breathy, whispering quality that is a sipificant stylistic component of Harî- 

Rouge's music can be explained acoustically, as Ray Kent, Charles Read, and Johan 

Sundberg have in their work. Ray Kent and Charles Read, in their book The Acoustic 

Anabsis of speech, 'O8 have suggested several specific characteristics that, in general, 

women's voices have in contrast to a typicai man's voice.log This is signifiant for Hart- 

Rouge, as three of the four members are women, and the women in the group tend to play 

108 Ray D. Kent and Charles Read, The Acmsfic Analysis oflpeech (San Diego, CA: Singular 
Pubkhing Gmup, hc., 1992). 
109 The experimentd group was not delineated by age, Ianguage, nationaiity, class, or any such factor 
apart h m  gender. 



a latger role in the vocals than their brother. Kent and Read suggest, in a quote fiom Klatt 

and Klatt, that women's voices have, in cornparison to men's, such characteristics as 

breathiness, more air escaphg through the glottis even during its "closed" phase, a gradua1 

0ow termination (as opposed to an abrupt one), a larger open quotient (wbich means that 

the vocal folds are open longer duriag each giottal cycle), more symmetric vocal pulses, 

shoner puises, a higher fundamental fiequency, a Werent range of fundamentai 

fiequency, a lower sound pressure level, and a more dominant fundamental fiequency."O 

Despite the fact that this is largely an ethnocentric viewpoint, the aspect of breathiness in 

women's voices cornes up repeatedly in the acoustical fiterature, accordhg to Kent and 

Read. 

Johan Sundberg, in The Science of Muncal S d ,  explains how dEerent timbres 

are created with the voice: 

The voice source can be varied not only with respect to the fundamental fiequency 
and vocal loudness. Also the relative amphde of the fùndamental can be varieci. 
This red ts  nom a variation of the force by which the vocal folds are pressed 
together. Ifthey are forcefiilly closing the glottis, a high pressure is needed, and 
the voice soundspressed, tense, or strangied. In extreme cases, the voice sounds 
as when one speaks while lifting a very heavy burden. In the other extreme, when 
the glonal closure is very loose, the resulting voice is breathy, as in a voiced 
whisper. On the way fiom nomial to voiced whisper, there is a voice type that has 
been calledfrow phornon, because it demands a particularly generous air fiow. 
The vocal quaiity of flow phonation is characterized by a high amplitude of the 
voice source fûndamental and a great number of higher overtones. Flow phonation 
was typically practiced in the old days on theater stages and cm also ofkn be 
heard when fist-rate opera singers shg, and sometimes also when they speak."' 

1 10 D. K Klatt and L. C. Klatt, "Analysis, synthesis, and perception of voiœ quality variations among 
femaie and m i e  talkers," in: Journal ofthe Acoustic Saciety ofArnerim. 87 (1 990). pp. 820-857. 
11 1 Johan Sundberg The Science of Musical &un& (San Diego, CA: Academic Press, Inc., 1991), p. 
118. 



The most prominent characteristic of Hart-Rouge's style in t e m  of th& 

"breathiness" is their use of aspirate vocables. That is, the use of syliables that are ody a 

combination of certain sounds or letters with no lexical meaning that are pronounced with 

or accompanied by aspiration, such as the sound "hah." 

In the musical examples to follow, 1 wiU ülustrate several instances of the use of 

aspirated vocables in Hart-Rouge's music. The following tmscriptions are to be used 

only as "maps" to the accompanying taped examples. As a resdt, 1 have tratlsaibed a 

minimum of lyrics, rhythm, andor tones so that the listener will be able to follow the 

audio examples and clearly pick out the aspirated vocables 1 choose to indicate. These 

vocables are printed with bold italic type. 

Musical ~rornples~ l2 

In the fïrst example, which is a brief excerpt at the beginnuig of the final chorus of 

the Song "Rosa," Suzanne, Paui, and Michelle use the vocable "hah" in a rising tonal 

pattern as a lead-in to the chorus. This sound is particularly aspirated as the singers 

emphasize the "h" to initiate the sound and then. rather than end it with a hard "a" sound, 

they use extra air to make it into more of an "ah" ending. 

- -  - -  

112 In order for the listener to understand the effect of the "breathiness" of Hart-Rouge's style, 1 wouid 
recommend iistening to the taped musical exampIes on a high quality sound system in stereo. Otherwise, 
the listener will not get an accurate idea of the fui1 range of vocal timbres used. 



I Esample 1: "Rosan (1988) 

[*~yrio for  osa* bg ~hristim ~ n g o t  ~dand S-. MWC by ~onnan agas. I 

The second example is taken fkom the middle of a verse in the song "Double 

Take." Following the printed lyrics in example 2, the first Line ends with a very breathy 

"hahhhh" sound that overlaps into the next line. Micheile's rendering of the second line is 

so aspirate that it could be considered to end in a whisper. The third line, although more 

tonal than breathy itseE leads into a series of "hahns that sound like heavy breathing in 

rhythm with an echo effect. 

- 

Esample 2: r)oublë~ake'' (1988) 

Tu t'es hhhhhhh (merlaps a, next phrase) 

Je voulais te touchex (aspirate) 

nnnnnnnnnnlrrtrrnnk* 

hahhokhah hahhuhM (cchoc&a) 

Iiahhah lirahhah hahhah 

aiy iy iy iy iy iy iy iy iy iy iy iy iy iy iy iy i  
ah! oh! (amie ~ i c e )  

'Lyrics for "Double Take" by Roiand Sbinger. Music by Norman Dugas and Micheik Campagne. 



In example 3, the aspirate element is the series of "hah" syllables that alternates 

with the syllables "ai yi yi yi." This atample is taken fiom the middle of a chorus of "Je 

retiens le rythme," lead'mg into a verse. 

--- - 

Example 3: $e retiws le rythmen (1988) 

Qu'est-ce que c'est ce nom 

aiyiyip 

0000000.,.* ..,.. 

Je cherche la musique.. . 

*Lyrics for "Je ntieos le rythme" by Cbristiw Angot Music by panC Micheite, and Annette Campap. 

The foliowing example is taken eom the introduction of the song 'Raconte-moi 

une histoire." Not only are there breathy "hah"s interspersecl throughout the piece, but 

there are also instances of whispered phrases, such as in the next example, beginning with 

"Imagine que tous cauchemars ..." 



Example 4: 'mnte-moi une histoire" (1 988) 

Mhuk 

Inogincqac tovs ~~~clitemmssont 
bah hak 

. . 
. . 

@Fdp-Jn rcgd(-  
lùmzaah 

Racoritemi me histoire 

<tyrics fm " R a ~ m a i  une MstcirrWüy ChrMne An&ot- Music by Michclle Campagat, 

The next example is from the oprniog introduction to "Entre la neige et l'été." 

Each repeated phrase, consisting of "ah hah ah," begins with a gutterai sounding "ohm." 

The "ah hah ah" figure is characteristically breathy, with excessive use of air fiow. 

Esampie 5: "Entre la neige et P W  (1 991) 

ohm ah 3 



The sixth exampie, consisthg of the nrst verse of "Dis-lui" is slightly different than 

the previous examples in that it does not d e  use of the syiiable "hah? The main fature 

of this sample is the vocable "aw4" which is sung in such a way as to sound groan-me, 

but airy at the same the.  

je l'attendrai 

Je l'aimerai au plus profi,& de mes forces 

Dis-lui que je me sens déaissée 

Example 7, &om the introduction to Tes t  fini," is one of the rnost interesting 

samples of Hart-Rouge's music, because t is completely compriseci of vocais and vocal 

effects. In the followhg transcription, I have chosen to highiight the underlying rhythmic 

structure, which is created by alternating triplets of "heeWs and " W s .  The vocables are 

very aspirate in this case and sound like they are made up completely of air, with no 

voiced quality to them. 



6 1 I I 1 
B H H H  6 h h  H R H  h k h  HHH f h h  HHH h h k  

6 1 1 1 I 
B H H H  Lhh H H H  h h h  HHH kl th  HBH h h k  

6 1 I 1 f 
B H H H  h k h  H R H  k k k  HHH h k h  HEH h h k  

6 1: 1 1 1 
8 HHH h h k  H H H h k L  HHH h k h  H H H k h h  

& b a r d i  kohtr je m'en ad - fia 

-- 

8 HHH h h h  H H H  L h h  H H H  h k h  A H H  L L h  
W H  c'cst fi - ai 

* L w  for 'C'est fw bg S o z a ~ e  Campagne. Mnsicby Michelfe, Pat& M e ,  and Snzanae 
Campam 



In the foilowing example, the syibles "ah" and "hah" are once again used in an 

aspirate manner, in order musidy to "punctuate" the chorus of "Inconditionnel." 

Il y a toi et moi 

Et 3 n'y a pas de fiontiéres 

Incoaditiomiel ka haah 

Tu es toujours mon éclat de fumiQe 

'Lyrics for ri>conditio~fie1* by Bernard Bacquet Annette and Sraaane Campagne. Music by M e  
-g=* 

The foilowing example, &om "Laissemoi te découvrir," is another instance in 

which Hart-Rouge uses the vocable "hah." In this case, the singers use a q u i 4  forceful 

breath of air to lean on the first of the two vocables, and then a sustained, tonally-foaised, 

second vocable. 

Laisse-moi te découvrir 

hah huuh 

Mt h I i  

Fa11 ait... .. 
Lyrics for "Laisse-moi te decowrir" by Suzanne Campagne and Beniard Boquel. Mudc by Michde 



Example 10 is at the climax of "Mon pays." This is a fascinating example, as Hart- 

Rouge mates an ethereal, other-worldly sound with whispered, barely comprehensible 

words of the text of the song under hannonized, breathy-sounding " a a d ' s .  

Dans mon pays. .. 

*Lyrics and music for "Mon paysn by Ctaitde MeiUée. 

The foiiowing excerpt has three dEerent examples of aspirate vocalizing. ln the 

second h e ,  the p h n w  ''wiil you be" is diEerent frorn the first line in that it is breathy, but 

not a whisper because it still has a tonal quality. Whispered phrases are used as indicated 

in the text. Finaily, the vocables "ooix, hooh oo" are Sung with an airy quality. 

Example Il: 'Tm a D r d  (1993) 

ChiId what wül you be 

Ooooooh, I'm a chiid 

*Lyrics for "I'm a D r m n  by Sharon Ryan, Jean-Pierre Bomn, and Marie Philippe. Music by Marie 
Philippe. 



The next example is similar to example 7 in that Hart-Rouge uses their voices to 

provide the rhythmic underlay for the song. There are two elements to this. The e s t  is an 

easiiy heard "hah hah." The second is a percussive vocal line that fits in with the guitar 

line. This iine is comprised of the vocables "chicka chucka ah hah," which provide a 

percussive çound due to the hard "ch" and "k" sounds. 

Darkness crawls towards the 

tight 

VOadeffbEbr 

4 1 I 
4 &&eh&. ahdM .iLttrdueka . k h k  *&&a &&IM a d P t a .  

hah htrh AraA hah 
If you wuld 

The next example, from 4 Was a Child," contains severai samples of aspuate 

vocables. The syîiables "duo doo doo duh" are sung as backup in a whispery tone, while 

the underlying "aaah" begins as a soft whisper and crescendos with increasing air to create 



more of a tonal sound. The "huh huh" vocables sound similar to quick exhalations of 

breath. 

doodoo&uctith cilaorlirh h d k h  b d u h  
AAAE*..". 

huh huh huh kuh 

huh I%k ihuh krrh 

c i e o b h d u l i  rlooriUk &w&R cloo&k 
AAAH.*..*... 

He was an oId man.-..she was a chiid ... 

'Lyrics and music for Y Was a QUld" by Midielte Campagne. 



Example 14 wntaiiis two Werent aspirate vocables. The fmt, "ah" is sung in such 

a way that it sounds staccato-like, y& stil l with a very breathy timbre. The "oooh" is 

vocalized in a similar way to the %ah" in the previous example. 

Eumple 14: %ai n'est si do& (1994) 

Example 15 is part of the fht  verse of the song "Soulève-moi." This particular 

Song makes use of a series of "ha"s throughout, which act almost as another instrumentai 

part. These syliables are voiced but not pitched, so they sound mostiy like the expulsion of 

air in rhythm. 
- - - - - - - - - - 

Ernplc 15: "Soufève-moi" (1994) 

BuiW 

liahaka h h a  

Mon rlme a couru wu le f .  du temps 

A dansé sur les aurores boréales ha ka ha 

A fait ce voyage astral 

Pour te retrouver lia ka ha 

rai exaspére les anges gardiens 

'Lyrics and music for 'Soulève-moi" by Annette Campagne. 



The finai example is also from the previous song. This tirne, the chorus is studied. 

Again, a senes of %ans is featured; however, t is easier to hear in this example that, as 

weii as being aspirated, these vocables are not sung by the same person in succession, 

which gives thern a more energetic feel because a fresh burst of air is heard in each 

syllable. The vocables are produced in a way that is reminiscent of bubbles bursting, in the 

sense that they often overlap each other, and the Mener nwer knows which singer the 

next burst of air is going to "pop" from 

.... se décevoir 
haha kaha haka huha 

Soulève-moi phs haut que les nuages 
kaha 

Souf ève-moi 

Je voudrais boire toute l'eau de ce mirage 
h h a  

Soulhe-moi 

Yen a i  tmp rM16 

Pai trop insistt! pour ne pas y croire 

Pour te décevoir 
kuhalirakakahuIfakahah 

hhaahakalurkahuhahaka(npeat) 



rntqretclfr'o~~~ 

What si@carice does the unique, breathy vocal timbre in Hart-Rouge's music 

have in relation to the Campagnes' history together as a musical f d y  growhg up on the 

prairie, their experience as musicians, and their identities? First of a& 1 chose to examine 

this aspect of Hart-Rouge's music beauise, in the documentaries, the Campagnes clah 

over and over that there is a comectioq not because 1 necessarily recognize a relationship 

myseIf, Earlier in this chapter, 1 scplained why the Campagnes think there is a comection 

between their breathy vocal style and their history. At this tirne, 1 will now explore 

whether or not a relationship can be found to exist between the unique vocal effkcts and 

the life histories and identities. 

Why does Hart-Rouge use this particuiar vocal technique as an aspect of their 

style? Part ofthe reason rnay stem from the fact that the Campagnes grew up together and 

have been singùig as a group for many yean. Early on, they may have picked up the idea 

of using aspirate vocables and through the years, developed it as their own voices were 

maturing. Since Hart-Rouge has been singing together for so long and f?om such a young 

age, their singing, and thus their breatbing, has become very synchronized over the years. 

The group speaks of the importance of the breath used for each word, so it is something 

they are consciously aware of doing. 

As 1 discussed earlier, Hart-Rouge's sound is sometimes associated with the 

prairies. Although 1 do not intend to say that a particular geography inspired the 

Campagnes to sing in a certain way, the connections that have been made by the 



Campagnes and thei. listeners are interesting. In a staternent cited earliq Swanne 

commenteci that there is a feeüng in their music that is reminiscent of the country, the 

space where they grew up, or where their parents corne fiom (Adrieme CIarkon 

Presents, 0403). Paul said that the elements he grew up with have been incurporated into 

his songs, and he feels that the light and space of the prairies are two important parts of 

his past, hawig grown up in the West (Aaenne CImRon Presents, 0396). The wind of 

the prairies, the opemess, and the distant horizons aie other factors that have been 

mentioned in connection with Hart-Rouge's sound. 

1s the breathhess and the use of aspirated vocables in Hart-Rouge's work 

common, or is it musual and noteworthy? The m e r  is yes to both questions. The timbre 

Han-Rouge produces is not unique. Many singers, (e.g., jazz singers), use a soft. breathy 

vocal style, especiaily for quiet, ballad-type songs or for a special effect on occasion, but 

rarely does it become a noted feature of their style. However, the use of aspirated 

vocables is somewhat unusual, although even in Hart-Rouge's music, it might not be 

noticed until a listener wnsciously listens for it and then discovers the great extent to 

which the group employs this stylistic feature. 

The use of an aspirate vocal timbre results in a specinc "feel" to Hart-Rouge's 

music. Most of ail, it suggests an intimate setting because of  the quietness of the voices. 

The intimacy aiso suggests the wannth and closeness of a fady,  which is appropriate 

since the singers are family members. nie echoey, cavemous sounds, dong with the 

breathiness and harmonies imply a "long ago and far away feeling7' and an idea of the 



sacreci, with a wmection to ancestors. F M y ,  the breathing sound of the music has 

inspired listeners, such as Claude Léveillée, to d e s c r i i  the sound as "living," as weii as 

''whispey" and "naturai." Other appropriate descriptive words for the sounds Hart-Rouge 

employs in th& music are sighing, groaning, lulliag, panting, yawning, mwnbhg, 

murmuring, and humming. No other reviewers or commentators that 1 am aware of have 

attempted the describe the breathy style of Hart-Rouge in any great detd in the ps t .  

1 conclude that the bteathy7 unique vocal timbre in Hart-Rouge's music has no 

significant relation to the Campagnes' üfe histories. However, since Hart-Rouge's style is 

a performative expression of their culture? this unique vocal timbre does play a part in thek 

identities. 



Summary and Conclusions 

My goal in this thesis was to Urvestigate a facet of the phenornenon of Canadian 

Nitural identity by exploring the relationship between the history of the Campagnes, their 

experience as musicians, and the music repertoire and style of Hart-Rouge. By reaching 

for this goai, 1 hope that 1 have provided iasight into the lives and music of Hart-Rouge, 

promoted awareness of hcuphone  Canadians outside of Quebec, and contributed to the 

challenge of defïning ourselves as Canadian 1 also intended to examine the concept of 

"cultural identity" on a more theoretical level, as an active process of creation and 

performance in which Hart-Rouge has taken part in order to characterize their cultural 

identity. In this chapter, 1 intend to put forth my conclusions. 

1 wiii h t  reiterate and elaborate the concept of culturai identity that I presented in 

the introduction to this thesis. Following that, 1 will discuss the steps 1 took within the 

body of the work in order to cl- how Hart-Rouge's culturai identity is the result of an 

ongohg dialogue between the process of their music and iives and the product of the 

same. 

Cultural I&ntity and Kondo 

1 describeci cultural identity earlier in this thesis as a son of dialogue between the 

process and the product of creation and performance. These two types of definitions of 

cultural identity (and of both the words and "identity") are conceptudy cWerent 



in several ways. The definition of cultural identity as process suggests "something we do7' 

that is manageci, instrumental, and dynamic; whereas, cultural identity as product irnpiies 

"somethuig we are" that is static, organic, and tradition-based. 

It is my opinion that both the process-oriented and the product-oriented definitions 

of "nilture" and Tdentitf' are important and valid, as process is not independent of 

product and vice versa. However, 1 have chosen to emphasize the active, processual 

mode1 in my conclusions because 1 have concentrated on the relationship between the 

history of the Campagnes, their experience as musicians, and the music repertoire and 

style of Hart-Rouge in the body of the thesis. In order to more fiilly explore the issue of 

the process of cultural identity, 1 wilI draw from Dorinne Kondo's Crafhng Selves: Power, 

Gender, and Discotrrses of I&ntity in a J v e s e  Workplace. This book results f?om 

Kondo's extensive field research in Japan, which was dedicated solely to examinhg the 

construction of identities- 

As Kondo's field work in Japan progressed, she began to see terms such as "the 

Japanese" no longer as h e d  essences, but rather as strategic assertions that inevitably 

suppress inner dserences, tensions, and contradictions. Kondo's main concem was how 

people cr& themselves and their tives within shifting fields ofpower and meaning, and 

how they do so in particular situations and within a partidar historical and cultural 

wntext. The author details the dynamically engaging, everyday contests over the meanings 

of business and f h I y ,  the two most prominent sites of symbolic smiggle, and the ways 

identities are asserted in those struggles. In order to understand another (an "other") and 



to be in a relationship with that person, Kondo states that one must constantly try to force 

the other into categories that are wrnprehensible to oneseK This power struggle usudy 

takes place at the sites of race, gender, and ag-me of îhe most important fatures of 

identity. l l3 

Kondo also states that selves which are coherent, seadess, bounded, and whole 

are illusions strained against one another. She thus describes her theory of the craffing of 

identities: 

My ' personal' account of the emergence of the problematic of selfhood is thus the 
product of a complex negotiation, taking place within specific, but shifting, 
contexts where power and meaning, 'personal' and 'political' are inseparable. 
Identity is not a fixed 'thing', it is negotiated, open, shifting, ambiguous, the resuit 
of cuIturally available meanings and the open-ended, power-laden enactments of 
those rneanings in eveqday situations. The crafting of this text, the crafüng of my 
identity, and the crafting of the identities of my Japanese fiiends, relatives, 
coworkers, and acquaintances as represented in this book are the complicated 
outcornes of power-fiaught negotiations between 'Self and 'Other'-the Western 
cultural baggage of the tems themselves being highly problematic. ' l4 
Each individual crafts him or herser and negotiates a meanïng &om the conflicting 

definitions of selfhe or she is given. The Western world's assumptions about the prirnacy 

of the individual and the boundedness and f i t y  of personal identity necessitate a 

resolution to these confiicts; however, in Japan, selves are contextualiy constructed and 

relationally defineci. In Japan, a person is not an '1' touched by conte- rather a person is 

defined by the context so the '1' is constantly shifting. The Japanese have many ways of 

refemng to each other in their language, as dEerent pronouns are used according to 

1 13 Kondo, pp. 9-1 1. 
114 Ibid, p. 24. 



formality, kinship, occupation, and many other contextual factors. Thus, the contextual 

definition of the selfis iaherent in the language. Kondo beliwes that it is plausible to argue 

that identity and context are heparable, calling into question the distinction between the 

two. In Japan, the identity of a person is considered a continuum, not a fixed point. The 

Engiish language, on the other hend, encourages the assumption that "the seif' is a 

whole. ILS 

Though it is cornmon in North America, according to Kondo, to define identities 

as fked, seamles, wherent, bounded, and whole, the Japanese mode1 is likely more 

accurate and useful. It promotes identity as an active process and a phenornenon that is 

fluid, pluralistic, shifting, ambiguous, contextual, negotiated, open, asserted, tense, and 

contradictory . 

Hd-Rouge: A Aidogue of ChIfund I&ntity 

In this section, 1 will discuss the steps I twk within the body of the work in order 

to clarify how Hart-Rouge's cultural identity is the result of an ongoing dialogue between 

the process of their lives and music and the product of the same. In effect, I atternpt tbis 

by exploring the relationships between the history of the Campagnes, their experience as 

musicians, and the music repertoire and style of Hart-Rouge. 

In chapten one and two, 1 provided several different histories that are in some way 

connected to Hart-Rouge. Fust, 1 briefly outlined the history of French Canada, then the 

1 1 5 Kondo, pp. 26-32. 



town of Willow Bunch itself; fhncophone music in Canada, the musical culture of WiUow 

Bunch, the Campagne mceSfry, the Campagne fiunily itself, and the history of the musical 

group, fiom La âimille Campagne to Folie Avoine and Hart-Rouge. W~thin these histories, 

1 descni some events and issues that act as catalysts for chaage, such as the naosaPkois' 

experience of discrimination, Folle Avoine's dilemma of hawig some of their members 

leave the group, and the language barrier the Campagnes have faced in their careers. It is 

through these catalytic events that 1 hope to have shown how Hart-Rouge's music has 

been shaped by products of their histories and processes of their iives. 

The nansaSkois' experience of discrimiaation, partidarly against the French 

language and the Roman Catholic fith, was a key component promoting actiMsm. This 

cuiturai "clash" led to the development of Eranwphone groups whose primary purpose 

was to promote the fhncophone cuiture in a avanety of ways. Through these various 

groups, hcuphones  have been somewhat sucadid in providing a French education for 

their children, they have created a few different collections of French songs, the growth 

and development of fransaskois artists has been aided (along with the encouragement of a 

whole body of new artistic projects), the legal nghts of Erancophones have been upheld, 

the special needs of both youth and saion have been taken into consideration, the Ete 

fhsaskois has developed into an annual celebration, a fransaskois newspaper has been in 

circulation for several years, francophone publishiag and music distribution companies are 

active in the province, and French radio and television stations have been established. On a 

more personal level discrimination led Emile Campagne towards a persona fight for 



French education in his comunity, while at home, he was teaching bis f d y  French and 

Engiish through music. 

Another issue that has acted as a catalyst for change for the Campagnes is the 

iimited success in their music areers. As La famüe Campagne, the group decided to 

expand their market by m o h g  to a larger centre (wipeg),  "update" their style by 

incorporating more lively, conternporary tunes into their repertoire, employing a wider 

variety of instruments, cornposing some of their own work, and adding more English 

songs to their repertoire. This issue had artistic ramifications, in that the Campagnes 

broadened their musical repertoire and begm to do more of their own mmposing and 

arranging; the economic ramifications were that the group's more wntemporary style 

helped them to move towards the mainstream market and away from the "ethni~'~ label; 

and fhaüy, the group took a political stance in that they claimed that fixncophone music 

shodd not be IabeUed "ethnic" in Canada, and thus be sold in a limited market. L i t e d  

success has been a deciding factor in the Campagnes' careers f?om the time they were La 

f d l e  Campagne until their present arrangement as Hart-Rouge. 

Another situation that was a catalyst for change in the Campagnes' careers were 

some of the memben of Folle Avoine quitthg the group and going their separate ways. 

When this happened, the four remaining members decided to go on as Hart-Rouge. This 

resulted in a new arrangement for the music ensemble, and also provided an opportunity 

for the group to reconsider their goals, adopt a more contemporary style and take 

advantage of the increased artistic & d o m  that is possible with a smaller group. 



In chapter tbree, 1 address the issue of misunderstanding and the language bmier. 

This issue has been a continual struggle for the Campagnes, and has provided an incentive 

for them to expriment with different identities, especially that which includes their 

bilingualism. This brings to inind Kondo's theory that in order to understand another 

person and to be in relationship with hlln or her, one must constantly ûy to push the other 

into categones that are wmprehensible to onesex T'bis power struggle is what Hart- 

Rouge experiences when faced with misunderstandings and the language banier. FUst of 

ail, the group chose to sing in both French and Engüsh, which confiises people who are 

trying to understand and define them. Also, the record markets in Canada are not set up to 

accommodate artists who cross the boundaries between French and English; rather, they 

are coasauaed to fit people into stnctly defineci categories, which include either English 

or French. Critics have ofien referred to Hart-Rouge's confusing public persona, and 

audiences do not always appreciate their bilingual performances. Although the group has 

had some degree of success in Quebec, they do not "fit in" as a Québécois artist would 

because they are fiorn out of the province and are coosidered outsiders. In fact, Hart- 

Rouge has most recentiy fomd American audiences more receptive to their bilingualism 

than Canadian audiences perhps because many Americans define Canadians as French 

d Engiish speakers, while Canadians may be more inclined to define themselves as 

French or English speakers. Instead of being labelled by where they are fiom and the 

accumpanying assumptions, as  well as which language they speak, according to Kondo's 

model, Hart-Rouge takes their identities fkom how they choose to perform at a given 



moment. Rather than trying to fit into the boundaries of predetennined identities, the 

Campagnes can be perceived as perfomiing their identities continudy. Th& identities are 

on a continuum that shifts, dependkg on the context. For example, when abroad, Hart- 

Rouge is considered a Canadian or French Canadian group; and when in Canada, they are 

considered Westerners or Québécois, since they are nom Saskatchewan but live in 

Quebec. 

The Campagnes have expresseci their hstration at the media for trying to 

pigeonhole them and have spoken about th& desire for fieedorn in their music in the p s t .  

The following quotation explains: 

'Frankly, we're sick of asking ourselves if the guitar solo in a song will prevent it 
fiom going to radio. Music is about fieedom, is it not?' pleads Suanne ... And the 
next thing you know, Paul is taking about upwming concerts with Keith Hunter 
and about very diverse projects distant £tom the pop world, and with individuals 
that would surprise us again. 'We want to go ail over the place, lefi and nght, 
away nom where people have stopped listening to music, in the ditch ifwe have 
to!' ... When you grow up speaking French in southem Saskatchewan and your 
cultural heritage isn't that straightforward, why not have your own vdey of 
drearns? Yes, that must well be true independence.'16 

AIthough 1 concluded in the fourth chapter that the breathy, unique vocal timbre 

used in Hart-Rouge's music has no intrinsic relation to the Campagnes' üfe histones, 1 

explained that the members of Hart-Rouge do see a connection. Perhaps then, in this case, 

the geography could be considered a catalyst for change in the group's music, as they 

believe that the prairie, the wind the open space, and the light played a large part in the 

development of their sound. As 1 stated earlier, 1 cannot v e w  any connection of this sort. 

1 16 Rachel Lussier, True Independence." 



In Canada (and surely many other countnes around the globe), this process of 

mediation between various societai and inchidual nictors has resulted in a couterpoint of 

cultural ensembles, made up of W d u a l s  who are continuously involved in the process of 

perfonnùig their identities. On an individual lwei, identity is most accurately conceiveci of 

as a fluid aate. Throughout the course of this thesis, 1 hoped to suggest that identification 

of oneself or of another is an activity contingent upon several factors. Identity is an open, 

pluralistic, contexhial, contradictory, shifting, ambiguous, and negotiated phenornenon in 

actuality, not coherent, seamless, bounded, and whole. This suggests that each individual 

engages in an indefinite creative process of seIf-crafting, rather than living out a 

prescribed, fixeci role throughout one's üfe. 



FRANCOPHONE PRESENCE tN SASKATCHEWAN 

-,s w . 'O 

1. Admira1 
2. Alida 
3. AlberMlle 
4. Arborfîeld 
5. Assiniboia 
6. Batoche 
7. Bellegarde 
8. Bellewe 
9. Bsynes 

10. Big R i ~ r  
11. Bonne Madone 
12. Butte Saint-Pierre 
13. Cabana 
t4. Cadillac 
15. Cantal 
16. Cariton 
17. Celfic 
18- Chambev 
19. Clemenceau 
20. Coderre 
21. Caunrsl 
22. DcWen 
23. ûelmrs 
24. Doliard 
25. Domremy 

26. Duck Lake 
27. Dumas 
28. Edam 
29. Ferland 
30. Forger 
31. Frenchniie 
32 Gouverneur 
33. Crawlbourg 
34. Henribourg 
35. H a y  
36. Jackfisil Laka 
37. High View 
38. Lake Lenore 
39. Lacordaim 
40. Lac Pelletier 
41. ut v e n  
4 2  lafleche 
43. Laiord 
44. La Plaine 
45. Laventure 
46. Leask 
47. Lepine 
48. Leavilie 
49. Lisieux 
W. Makwa 

51. Marcelin 
52. Meota 
53. Meyronne 
9. Milly 
55. Montmartre 
56. MOOW Jaw 
57. Nipawin 
58. Nobleville 
59. North ôattleford 
60. Ormeaux 
61. OxWw 
62. -redise Hill 
63. Pascal 
64. Pengord 
65. Ponteu 
66. Prb Sainte Marie 
67. Prince 
68. Prince Albert 
69. Prudhomme 
70. Quimper 
71. Radville 
72. Radvers 
73. Regina 
74. Reynaud 
75. Roselown 

76. Rose Valley 
ï7. Royer 
78. S t  Brieux 
79. St. Oenis 
80. St. Front 
81. St. Huben 
8 2  SL Hippolyte 
83. Si. Louis 
84. St. Victor 
85. Rocanviiie 
86. SaskaIoan 
87. Sedley 
88. Souris Valley 
89. Spir~twood 
90. siortnoaru 
91. Val Marie 
92. Vawn 
93. Veilhraville 
94. Victoire 
95. Vonaa 
96. Wakaw 
97. Wauchope 
98. Willow Bunch 
99. Zenon Park 

1 17 Lapointe and Tessier, p. 108. 



The foflowing is the annuai report of 1905 fiom the supe~tendent of 

Immigration In the document, he disaisses the mival of a large number of Engiish- 

speaking Mmigrants, which warded off any Year that the national character can ever be 

The past year has been the moa successfirl one in the history of the country, in so 
far as immigration is wncerned. The total nurnber of amivals has been 146 266, the 
largest on record, and not only are these results satidactory fiom a numekxil point 
of view, but when it is considered that 98 902 of these immigrants, or more than 
two-thirds of the total ambals, corne from the British Isles and the United States, 
and that our agents throughout the west are unanimous in their appreciation of the 
class of settlers who have located in Manitoba and the new provinces during the 
past season, 1 think that this is an achievernent on the part of those who have been 
instnimental in fiaming our present immigration policy for which every Canadian 
should feel gratefll. In a young country iike Canada, with its smaU population, its 
extensive temtory, and unlimited natural resources, it is of paramount importance, 
fiom a national standpoint, that the assimilation of the foreign elements that are 
brought in should proceed gradually, but, under present conditions, when nearly 
one hwidred thousand Englishmen, speaking the same language, and having the 
sarne aspirations as ourklves, are added to our population in the short space of 
twelve months, there is M e  ground to fear that the national character can ever be 
irnpaired. ALI danger in this respect, if danger there wer was, has now disappeared, 
and it is to be hoped that the methods foilowed in the past in this relation will not 
fail to have the same beneficial results in the ftture. 

1 18 tapointe and Tessier, p. 95. 



The following is an account of an incident at the muai congres of the 

Saskatchewan School Trustees' Association held in Saskatoon in Febniaty, 1918. The 

delegates, embittered by Wodd War 1 and the conscription crisis in Quebec, railed against 

al1 'foreign elements' in the province, demmding that they be anglicized: 

The most tumuituous session of the convention, however, followed the 
presentation of remlutions requesting that di trustees be British subjects, able to 
r a d  and write English, that no language other than English be used as a language 
of instruction, and that no language but English be taught during school hours. 
Speaking to the resolution calling for English as  the only language of instruction, 
president-el- J. F. Bryant stated that it was necessary to forge the cosmopolitan 
population into a unifjecl whole. Dr. J. M. Uhrich of Hague stated that the 
knowledge of an additionai lmguage did not Sect one's loyaity and he urged the 
assembly to act as Canadians and find a common ground. The audience burst into 
laughter when he referred to Belgium as 'a radiant star in a storm swept sk'. 
Father J. Libert, recently returned fiom the war and wearing the horizon blue 
uniform of a French soldier, pleaded the cause of the French language in the name 
of the French and Belgians who were fighting overseas to defend civilization and 
Liberty and who, upon their retwn to Canada, would be shocked to leam that an 
attempt had been made to prevent th& children fiom learning French. 'In the 
name of Belgium and Fmce, 1 ask you to table this resdution'. The audience 
laughed. Another delegate spoke enthusiastically in favour of English only and was 
applauded loudly. 

Discussing Libert's motion to table the resolution, L'abbé Sinnett of 
Lanigan stated that a country could speak more than one language and still be 
uniteci. He contrasted bihgual Belguim, which had show a high degree of 
patriotism, to Australia which had only one language and yet could be wnsidered 
disloyal because she had refiised to enact conscription. Pandemonium broke loose 
in Knox church with cries of 'Retract', 'Put him out', 'Get off the platfonn', and 
'Three cheers for Australia'. Sinnett offered to retract the term 'disloyal' ifit had 
displeased the delegates but he was not given the opportunity to do so. At this 
point, E d e  Gravel of Gravelbourg asked the assembly ifit would not make a 
distinction between the teaching of French and the teachhg of foreign languages. 
From all corners came cries of 'No!' 'No dflerence'. The original resolution 
calling for Engüsh as the only language of instruction was carrieci almos? 

119 Lapointe and Tessier, p. 202. 



unanllnously 'to the accompanirnent of loud cheering and sustained applause'. 
Canada had been saved. 
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